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INTRODUCTION 

This booklet provides a condensed view of the ESDA-MMR programme from the student’s point of view. It 

has abstracts from some of the thesis of graduates, or soon to be graduates. Secondly, it has a summary of 

the experiences of some of the students as they went through the modules taught in the first year, at the 

Sustainability Institute (Stellenbosh University), the UCT Graduate School of Business, and the UCT 

Chemical Engineering Department, and at the UNZA School of Mines. Finally, it contains a few reports 

from the student’s experiences as they undertook internships at different institutions. This booklet, is meant 

to provide a record of the student experiences of the programme. 

Enjoy reading. 

Dr. Jewette H. Masinja  

ESDA-UNZA Coordinator 

17 December 2019 
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Economic benefits of mining beyond tax revenue: the 

Zambian perspective  
Gilbert Kaemba Mwamba 

University of Zambia, School of Mines, Department of Metallurgy and Mineral Processing, 

P.O. Box 32379, Lusaka, Zambia 

Email: gilbert.mwamba@gmail.com 

There is a common public perception that the major contribution of mining in Zambia is tax revenue. This 

study sought to highlight benefits of mining beyond tax revenue. It focuses on four mining companies namely 

Barrick (Lumwana Mines), First Quantum Minerals (FQM Kansanshi Mine), Konkola Copper Mine (KCM) 

and Mopani Copper Mines. This is because the four mining companies account for over 70% of the copper 

produced in Zambia.  

The objectives of the study were to find out how much was paid in terms of taxes by the four major mining 

companies for the period 2008-2014; how much employment was created for the period 2008-2014; how much 

was spent in terms of procurement of local goods and services for the period 2008-2014; the social benefits 

from the four mining companies for the period 2008-2014. The study also focused on other macro-economic 

benefits of mining in Zambia. 

Using data collected from the four mining companies, Zambia Chamber of Mines, Zambia Revenue Authority 

and Action Aid, the findings were the four mining companies paid US$ 0.8bilion in 2008; US$ 0.9bilion in 

2009, US$ 1.4 billion in 2010, US$ 1.6 billion in 2011, US$ 1.7billion in 2012, US$ 1.7billion in 2013and 

US$ 1.8 billion in 2014. The findings show that in 2008, 55 000 jobs were created while 67 000 were created 

in 2009, 78 000 in 2010, 84 000 in 2011, 90 000 in 2012, 94 000 in 2013 and 96 000 in 2014. The companies 

spent US$ 0.08 billion in 2008; US$ 0.1 billion in 2009; US$0.13 billion in 2010; US$0.15 billion in 2011; 

US$ 0.16 billion in 2012; US$0.16 billion in 2013 and US$0.17 billion in 2014. While this investment is 

significant, it is lower than what was spent on procurement of foreign goods and services. 

The data shows that they invested US$ 0.05billion in 2008; US$ 0.06 billion in 2009; US$0.06 billion in 2010; 

US$ 0.07billion in 2011; US$0.07 billion in 2012; US$0.07 billion in 2013 and US$0.08 billion in 2014. 

These findings show the four mining companies spent less locally when compared to what was paid in taxes. 

However, they spent more on foreign procurement though it was less than what was spent as taxes except for 

the years 2008, 2009 and 2013. 

The results also indicate that the four mining companies impacted positively on the economy through foreign 

exchange receipts which ultimately impacted positively on the performance of the local currency. Other than, 

the companies created employment which increased the tax base for purposes of Pay As You Earn.    

Keywords: Social investment; mine tax revenues; local businesses; macroeconomic benefits; 
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Effects of sulphur dioxide and mine effluents on Air and 

Water Quality in Mufulira District of Zambia: A Case Study 

of Kankoyo Township 

Darius Muma 

University of Zambia, School of Mines, Department of Metallurgy and Mineral Processing, 

P.O. Box 32379, Lusaka, Zambia 

Email: darius.muma@mopani.com.zm 

Abstract: 

Air and water pollution in the Zambian Copper Mining Industry is considered to be one of the most significant 

environmental problems facing the communities living in and around the mining operation areas. It is a 

complex issue which cuts across the environmental, social, economic and political dimensions. Despite the 

recent investments and technological improvement in the copper mining and processing facilities  to capture 

sulphur dioxide emissions  and minimize the discharge of mine effluents into the natural streams,  there are 

still numerous reports that  cite air and water pollution problems in Kankoyo. The aim of this study was to 

investigate the effects of sulphur dioxide emissions and mine effluent discharge on air and water quality 

respectively in Kankoyo township of Mufulira district. 

The investigation involved sampling of the ambient air, mine effluents and domestic water samples and 

subsequent determination of sulphur dioxide and various water quality parameters respectively. The results 

indicated significant improvements in sulphur capture and reductions in sulphur dioxide emissions from the 

copper smelter. The average sulphur capture was 48% from 2007 to 2013 and about 94% from 2014 to 2018. 

The average annual sulphur dioxide emissions for 2017/2018 was 144.5µg/m3 in Kankoyo Township which 

is 15.6% above the statutory limit of 125µg/m3 in ambient air (µg/m3 /24hrs). The general water quality meets 

the allowable statutory limits, despite that the water quality in this area may not only be attributed to the mining 

activities but also from the dilapidated water infrastructures which may be the likely source of alternative 

contamination. 

Key Words: SDGs, scientific, environment, pollution, effluent, emissions. 

mailto:darius.muma@mopani.com.zm;darius.muma@gmail.com
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Mineral rights and sustainable development in the copper 

mining industry on Zambia: A case study of Lumwana and 

Kansanshi mines 
Pamela Malama Masase,   

University of Zambia, School of Mines, Department of Metallurgy and Mineral Processing, 

P.O. Box 32379, Lusaka, Zambia 

Email: pamelamasheke@gmail.com 

Abstract: 

Sustainable development from mining activities must recognize the finite nature of minerals and hence the 

needs for the creation of linkages where the benefits from mining continue to be enjoyed long after the natural 

resources have been depleted. In order to facilitate these linkages, the economic gains from the mining industry 

should be equitably distributed among all the stakeholders in any project area. Studies show that in Zambia, 

the economic benefits from the mining projects are not equitably distributed among the stakeholders and that 

the problem stems from the lack of involvement of all stakeholders in the process of granting mineral 

exploitation rights to would be investors. So far there is little known about whether indeed there is equitable 

distribution of economic wealth among stakeholders in the mining projects or whether all the stakeholders are 

involved in the procedure for granting mineral exploitation rights. The main objective of this research was to 

evaluate whether the method of granting mineral exploitation rights influences the equitable distribution of 

economic benefits among the stakeholders from mining projects. A study was carried at Lumwana and 

Kansanshi Mines of the North-Western Province in Zambia. Specifically the study evaluated: the extent to 

which the current way of granting mineral exploitation rights affects the equitable distribution of economic 

benefits among the stakeholders from a mining project; whether a grant of mineral exploitation rights through 

negotiations by the stakeholders before the commencement of a mining project would be capable of bringing 

about the equitable distribution of economic benefits from a mining project to all stakeholders; and whether 

there are other factors which may have impinged on the equitable distribution of economic benefits from the 

mining projects other than the method of granting mineral exploitation rights. A case study approach was 

adopted and a qualitative method was employed. The respondents were selected purposively. Six focus group 

discussions, each consisting of ten respondents were conducted and interview guides were used to collect data 

from key informants. Data was analysed thematically. The study revealed that the current procedure for 

granting mineral exploitation does not allow for equitable distribution of economic benefits. The study also 

revealed that the equitable distribution of economic benefits was achievable through negotiations with all 

stakeholders before granting mining licences. Furthermore, the study revealed that there are no other factors 

that affect the equitable distribution of economic benefits. The study concluded by recommending that the 

procedure for grant of mineral exploitation rights should be revised to include all stakeholders in a negotiation 

before mining licence is granted. Secondly, that there should be a plan beforehand on how the revenue from 

mining projects will be expended depending on the needs of all stakeholders involved. 
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Socio-economic impacts of mining on local communities - 

the case of the Kansanshi Mine in Zambia 
 

Peter Mhone 

University of Zambia, School of Mines, Department of Metallurgy and Mineral Processing,  

P.O. Box 32379, Lusaka, Zambia 

E-mail: petermhone04@gmail.com 

 
 

Abstract 

Mining activities can bring about investment to a previously rural area and thereby pomote 

rural-urban connections, employment opportunities for the host community and improvements 

in education facilities, among others. The aim of the study was to assess the socio-economic 

impacts of mining on people’s livelihoods in communities surrounding the Kansanshi mine 

and the role of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in mitigating the effects. The objectives 

were to establish how mining activities impact (socially and economically) on people’s 

livelihoods, examine the (CSR) strategies used by the mining firm to improve local people’s 

welfare and to establish the extent to which CSR strategies are contributing towards the 

improvement of people’s livelihoods. The results of the study revealed that the Kansanshi mine, 

through its CSR initiatives, has built and renovated some schools, clinics, the main district 

hospital and some township roads. Despite this, health and educational facilities are far apart 

resulting in pregnant women and school going children walking long distances to access these 

services. Some roads are in very bad condition rendering them impassable during the rainy 

season. As a result of this, the communities surrounding the mine feel neglected by both the 

mine and the government. There is need for a law which can distinctively stipulate the roles of 

the government and those of the investor in community project implementations. Additionally, 

the government need not abandon social provisioning to mining companies, but rather, pursue 

a programme of being a partner with the mining companies. This can be done by involving the 

mining companies and the host communities so as to establish responsibilities, costs and 

benefits and also to sign tripartite (the investor, government and the host community) 

community development agreements. 

 

Keywords: Mining, Corporate Social Responsibility, Socio – economic impacts, local    

                   Communities 
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Land use and land cover change detection of 

Chingola and Chililabombwe districts using Gis and 

remote sensing techniques 
Joyce Masinja 

University of Zambia, School of Mines Department of Metallurgical and Mineral Processing,  

Box 32379 Lusaka, Zambia 

Email: masinjajoyce@gmail.com 

 

Abstract 

Land use and land cover change is occurring at unprecedented rates worldwide and is believed 

to contribute to environmental concerns including GHG emissions. The study focused on land 

use and land cover change in Chingola and Chililabombwe districts between 2000 and 2015. It 

examined the land use pattern for the past 15 years and identified the responsible factors for 

the changes in the area. GIS and Remote Sensing techniques were applied in mapping the 

landuse/landcover of Chingola and Chililabombwe districts to detect changes that took place 

in the last 15 years.  Landsat images of 2000, 2005, 2010 and 2015 was used for the study. Arc 

GIS 10.0 was used for map georeferencing and image classification, while ENVI 5.0 was used 

for area calculation and map analysis, ERDAS 10.0 was used for accuracy assessment. The 

results showed that built-up land had the greatest negative impact on vegetation cover in 

Chingola and Chililabombwe districts. Built-up land covered the largest area in 2000 with 

33,752.68 ha (12.4%) of the total land mass which increased to 35,113.67 ha (12.9%) in 2005. 

In 2015, built-up land increased to 35,658.07 ha (13.1%) due to mining expansion and 

increased and rapid in- migration in the area. The study further revealed that agriculture and 

accompanying settlements had the second largest impact on vegetation cover in 2015. The 

forest area that was 181,556.73ha (66.7%) in 2000 decreased to 178,018.15 ha (65.4%) in 2015. 

The projected results for 2020 revealed that forest land will reduce to 168,278 ha representing 

a decrease of 5% while built-up land and agriculture will increase to 48,875 ha and 37,894 

representing a percentage of 4.9 and 1.9 respectively. Therefore, it is recommended that control 

measures be put in place to prevent further forest conversion from built-up land, agriculture 

and settlements. The study further recommends the need to promote public awareness on the 

benefits of sustainable land management and forest conservation. 

 

Key Words: Land use/landcover, change detection, Chingola and Chililabombwe 
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Corporate sustainability performance: an approach 

to effective sustainable community development or 

not? A case study of the Luanshya copper mine in 

Zambia 

Inonge Mutale 

University of Zambia, School of Mines, Department of Metallurgy and Mineral Processing, 

P.O. Box 32379, Lusaka, Zambia 

Email: mutaleinonge@gmail.com 

ABSTRACT 

International organizations are promoting Corporate Sustainability Performance (CSP) as a 

way in which corporations especially in the extractive industry can contribute to poverty 

eradication in resource rich developing countries. Due to the fact that CSP is of western origin, 

it is imperative to know whether, through the implementation of CSP, companies are able to 

contribute to the sustainable development of host communities in developing countries.  

Against this backdrop, there exists a knowledge gap in Zambia as to what the actual 

contributions of CSP are towards sustainable development. The study therefore, sought to 

investigate the extent to which CSP contributes to achieving Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs) for sustainable community development. The current corporate sustainability practices 

and how they align with SDGs and community expectation were explored. The study used a 

case study of China Nonferrous Luanshya Copper Mine (CLM). A total of 200 interviews were 

conducted in Mpatamatu community. Closed and open ended survey questions were used to 

generate data. Primary community data was coded and analyzed using Statistical Package for 

Social Science (SPSS). Through literature review and data analysis, the results revealed that 

there was a mismatch in priorities between CLM’s CSP and the expectations of community 

members. It was found that 60% of CLM’s CSP investment focused on health while 32% of 

the community responses having agriculture support and the remaining 8% on small scale 

businesses. The results also revealed that CSP focused mostly on haphazard donations.  

Corporate Sustainability Programme had little or negligible impact on most selected SDGs 

with an exception of health. Based on the findings, it can be concluded that in order for CSP to 

have meaningful impact on sustainable development, CLM will need to adopt a sustainability 

framework. Furthermore, formulation of CSP initiatives will have to take a triangular approach 

of communication that is inclusive of all stakeholders especially the affected communities 

instead of a horizontal approach imbedded in company policies.  
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Keywords: Mining, Sustainable community development, Corporate Sustainability 

Performance, Sustainable development Goals 
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First Module – February/March 

1. Peter Mhone

Africa is endowed with a wide range of natural resources. With appropriate knowledge and 

expertise, we can be able to properly extract process and have meaningful revenue which can 

be used to improve the livelihoods of people in our communities which are faced with various 

challenges. Among the challenges which our communities are faced with are; housing, waste 

disposal, source of clean drinking water, employment, luck of education, etc.  In order to uplift 

our people from all these, we need radical solutions which should be able to carter not only for 

now, but even for future generations. In light of this, I am privileged to be among colleagues 

who have been admitted to study sustainable development. Last week, we were in Cape Town, 

South Africa for lectures.   

We left for South Africa on Friday 6th march 2015, at 16:30hrs and arrived in Capetown around 

22hrs. The program had started the previous day, hence we were late for two days. Despite this, 

we were to some extent able to get the materials which were given out including the lectures 

for Friday.  

During the lectures, we learnt what effective thinking is, what it constitutes of and why it is 

important. We were also introduced to parts of the brain; left and right brain and their functions. 

We were further told that for one to be an analytical thinker, he/she needs to use every part of 

the brain. This program is important in that it also helped us to know in depth how to do 

research and be able to get the best out of the available materials.  

We visited a landfill where we learnt how waste is managed. Different kinds of waste are 

handled differently. This all starts from the household level were separation is done; 

biodegradable separated from non biodegradable waste. The green waste (trees) and blocks are 

crushed, used as composite and brick making respectively. The lichen is treated at water 

treatment plants. 

We also visited an informal settlement within Stellenbosch called Enkanini. Here, we were 

taken through measures which management has come up with to improve the living conditions 

of the inhabitants. A number of them have solar power, TVs and fridges provided by iShark to 

which those who are benefiting from these services and items are contributing a minimal 

monthly fee for mentainance. There is also a resource centre built on top of tyres. Most of the 

materials used to build the centre are locally generated within the community. This centre is 

run on biogas generated just at the centre.  
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One other aspect which we looked at is the issue of biodiversity. We saw the role of nature and 

that of man in order to conserve and sustainable it. One important point which came out of this 

is the effects of CO2 if man does not play his role, that is, management of woodlands. To me 

personally, I found this to be very interesting in the discussions we had. I learnt a lot through 

thought provoking questions. The conclusion was that we need to control deforestation by 

planting trees so that the effects of CO2 are kept minimal. By so doing, together we can be able 

to contain the threat of climate change. 

In all these matters, the one thing which came out was the issue of sustainability. We learnt 

that sustainable development is not a one day thing but transitional. We won’t reach one day 

and say that we have attained it but we continue to work on it. 

Having been admitted to study this program, I thought it was going to be mainly about mineral 

resources but to my surprise, it carters a wide range of day to day matters which I have 

mentioned above.  

As an individual, I am looking forward to going through with this program to the end and 

acquire the much needed knowledge. At the end of it all, I would like to contribute to the 

wellbeing of our people academically, socially and at community level.  

Looking at the way we started (arrangement and departure), I would like to suggest that 

communication be improved. Personally, I only came to learn that I had been accepted onto 

the program the day before we left for South Africa. Additionally, materials were sent for pre-

reading but some, if not all of us went into class for our first lectures not having read anything 

at all. I suggest that if possible, materials be sent to students at least two weeks before the start 

of the program. Registration too for UCT and Stellenbosch be done almost at the same time. 

From the look of things, it came out that once one is registered with the two institutions, then 

he/she will be able to have access to reading materials. By so doing, Zambian students will be 

at the same level with the rest.    

In order to improve the livelihoods of our communities, it requires concerted efforts from 

everyone; political will which should be able to formulate polices that will directly benefit the 

communities, a motivated workforce and the desire for a better environmental friendly 

community at household level. We need to engage the various communities when coming up 

with projects and initiatives instead of imposing these ideas on them. We need to make them 

feel part and parcel of everything that is being done for them.  
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2. Syafunko Mutinta Esther 

INTRODUCTION 

Sustainable development is ‘development that meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’ (World Commission 

on Environment and Development, 1987 in Singh, 2014: 2). It is a call to all of us to be unselfish 

in our daily living. Our planet is getting destroyed at an accelerated rate and hence cannot 

restore itself back to equilibrium because of human activity. It is the responsibility of every 

human being to take into account what they use and how they use it for the benefit of ourselves 

and future generations to come. 

Many people all over the globe have taken this as their personal mandate to educate others as 

well as make a difference in their way of life. The Sustainability Institute is one organization 

founded by Mark Swilling and Eve Annecke that is making a difference by educating people 

from all around the world on sustainability. 

I am privileged to have been sponsored to the institute to attend a module as part of my master’s 

program. I experienced many things and those experiences have changed my whole perspective 

of life. 

EXPERIENCES 

DAY 1- SUSTAINABILITY/UNSUSTAINABILTY 

My first day at the sustainability institute was great. It was not my average day spent in a class. 

It was a new way of learning for me, being more interactive and practical. The people are very 

friendly and helpful in many ways. What struck me most was the vegetarian inclined diet. The 

concept is great but the implementation, not so much. The meal was not balanced as it lacked 

vegetable protein. 

I am however grateful for rare opportunities like this to learn and travel outside Zambia as well 

as good health and enlightening experience. What I found the most mind blowing was the 

documentary on the plastic ocean. It depicted how we use plastic and carelessly dispose of 

them even though they are no biodegradable. Without knowing it, we affect the ecosystem of 

the ocean even for us as Zambia with no access to the ocean as the things we throw away 

eventually through the river systems some of the plastics find their way to the ocean. It was 

surprising to see how much macro and micro plastics are in the ocean and the diverse effect 

they have on the ecological system. It gave me goosebumps and made me growl as I watched 
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it. I felt so devastated, worried and felt the sense of urgency to get the word out to the ignorant 

world on the effect of our actions. 

This experience got me thinking of what really sustainable development is. I drew to the 

thought that it is correcting past mistakes by not using the same methods to develop and use 

lasting solutions to a cleaner and better environment. Africans in the past practiced sustainable 

development was something that was shared and I respectfully disagreed with. I begged to 

differ because the core reason for this was because their cultural beliefs and sustainability was 

just a positive by product of it all. Does it really qualify to be called sustainable development 

if it wasn’t the essence of their practice? 

Overall it was an enlightening experience, my brain was opened up and I learned different ways 

of being sustainable I never imagined. It made me realise that I need time, space and a clear 

mind to think about and reflect on how I can benefit wholly from this module to be the change 

I have always wanted to be. 

DAY 2 – THINKING DIFFERENTLY 

Overall day 2 was hectic, hot and knowledge heavy. It started off invigorating with a little 

video to get the mind thinking and stretches to get the muscles going. I learned a lot of new 

concepts such as complex adaptive systems and design thinking. I have been trying to find 

various ways I can think outside the box and be different from the pack. Day two was that 

foundation and boost I needed to get my ‘creative juices’ going. 

Generally, the concepts were quiet new and hence a bit difficult to grasp. I needed to read more 

on the complex adaptive systems to get a better understanding. A few things I actually did 

grasp were things like how to identify a system in everyday living and a few components or 

characteristics. Characteristics like dynamic and complex causality seemed intertwined and 

hence a little difficult to grasp. Things like adaptation were a bit straight forward because they 

are not new terms. Design thinking was my highlight of the day. I feel it’s one of the things I 

will really need in my research for it to be significant and able to make a difference. It’s all 

about thinking different, asking the right questions and being able to gather those thoughts to 

come up with a viable solution. Despite the long and hot day, I got a chance to think back about 

what I am grateful for; peace, nature and clean air which I most often take for granted. 

DAY 3 – THE ENVIRONMENT 

By day 3 I was physically exhausted. My body was beginning to fail me due to the accumulated 

fatigue. We hadn’t had enough time to rest from the day’s trip to Stellenbosch and the long 
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hours of class the past two days had begun to take its tow. However, it started out on a good 

not with the dance exercise that Carol led the class in. 

What got my attention in particular was the use of the geological time scale and how we are in 

the new era, ‘the Anthropocene’. This is the era in which the earth is shaped by human 

dominated activities. This in it sense is alarming because the rate at which the earth is evolving 

is much faster than the rate at which we are adapting. We are quickly changing the climate and 

exceeding the planetary boundaries. These planetary boundaries are thresholds that have been 

set and if we are to cross that line, humanity is at a point of no return. 350.org an organization 

that does research and are activists of climate change, highlighted that the amount of carbon in 

the atmosphere at optimum is 350ppm but currently we are at 411ppm. Greta, one of the child 

activists in Europe, plainly put it that we must begin to panic. We are in this world to merely 

make use of it and leave it better than we found it, but we are destroying it. The ecosystems 

can’t adapt and we are no longer 1 with nature. 

The visit to the Stellenbosch Municipal Council landfill was a clear set picture of how much 

waste we are using and how much we are taking up natures space with garbage. I learned that 

a landfill is different from a garbage dump as the waste is managed, sorted and separated before 

compacting and burying it. It was amazing to notice that as a result, unlike a dumpsite, there 

was no bad odour. In as much as they are dealing with the waste, it is just a temporal solution 

to a permanent problem. The landfill with be abandoned at the end of the month and the council 

is coming up with more sustainable solutions to handling waste. The step to get people paying 

for their trash to dispose at the landfill was a commendable one. This way people will know 

and be aware that there is a cost to disposing of our dirt. 

A contrast to the landfill was a 3km hike through ‘freedom’. Being one with nature in the 

mountains and getting to a waterfall was quite reviving to the body and soul. It made me think 

of how the people of old lived among the trees, animals and beautiful geology and landscape. 

It’s not too late, we can still bring nature into our homes to get that sense of being a part of it 

and that way contribute to conserving it. 

Day three made me grateful for nature, fresh air and access to clean water. 

DAY 4 – THE ECONOMY 

One word for day 4, Economy. I got to understand the general idea of how an economy runs 

and the different types of economies that have existed over the years. It was a true eye opener 

as I previously could not understand many terms and phrases used in economic and political 

language. Professor Mark Swilling basically broke down the circle of economics in a span of 
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3 hours. What the economy is, the different types of economies and the paradigm shifts over 

the years. 

What struck me most about the day was the trip to Spier, an integrated hospitality, agriculture 

and wine production business. I always wondered how really a company could make money 

and still be sustainable as it seemed to practice some of these theories would mean greater cost 

and lower profits. Many businesses today practice with no regards to sustainability due to the 

reason previously stated. Spier is a business that is setting a trend, they were the first heard of 

to have a sustainability manager. You are welcomed onto the company grounds by a mosaic of 

‘the dying slave’. It is a picture with different pieces to it. In and of themselves and up close 

they make no sense, but taking time to step back and look at the pieces as a whole shows the 

bigger picture. I learned 2 things, in life we need others to be complete and to understand a 

situation, we need to step out of it and look at it from a distance. That is the concept of Spier. 

They know they cannot work alone as management and need the workers for their business to 

operate. For them to succeed, their workers must be happy and satisfied to give their work 

100% and be productive. This in itself raises the profits. The other sustainability practice is that 

they hire workers from within a specified radius of the company. This not only helps the 

employees save on transport costs but also reduces on the amount of energy burnt just to 

transport someone over a long distance, basically reducing carbon emission. 

Still fatigued from the past days, the day ended off well with a documentary on how different 

states in Europe are flourishing by simply putting the needs of others first. To be sustainable I 

need to be just and fair in my interactions with others. It’s as simple as that. Day four made me 

grateful for my colleagues, my family and friends. 

DAY 5 – ME IN MY COMMUNITY 

Being ethical! That was my key word for day five. How do I live in my community with others? 

How do I live with my environment? How can I be a better person in my home environment? 

These were crucial questions that made me reflect. 

To see how the Lynedoch ecovillage community lives, the ‘Ubuntu’ they practice in everyday 

life left me in awe. They are unique in that they are a community of different class of people 

living as one; the high class, middle class and lower class. That is a small glimpse of what I 

want my Zambia to be. A people loving nation, a green nation that reduces on wants, reuses 

what we often term useless and recycle for what we perceive as waste is an actual resource. 

Every action has a reaction and often times we underestimate the impact we have on the 

environment. It’s about me and we but most of all it is about us. It’s about being ethical. The 
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people of the ecovillage as the name states live as one with nature. Their houses are built from 

recycled materials and the power is solar generated. 

What struck me the most is their consumption of water. Capetown is currently facing drought 

and the way the village recycles the water is remarkable. All the water that comes in the village 

does not leave to flow into a river, stream or back into main circulation. The water from the 

households goes to a local sewer system that uses red-worms to treat the waste. The water is 

then filtered off and directed to a swamp where specific plants take up the nitrogen and other 

harmful bacterial. This remaining water then is collected in a dam and re-pumped for use in 

toilets and to water the vegetation. 

My whole perspective of things and what they should be changed all through the week. I 

learned a lot and left me with many possible directions I could take for my research that over 

the next few months of discovery I should be able to narrow down. However, I am going to 

practice all the little things I have learned and share them with my family, friends and 

colleagues. They may not have had the privilege to have the 1st hand experience I have had 

but I will try to be as practical as I can with them so that they too can be a blessing to society. 

I have a new understanding of sustainable development…taking care of the nature, those 

around and the community for a better future. 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

Overall it was a great experience that I am grateful for. From the journey to and from 

Stellenbosch to the accommodation and hospitality facilities and most of all the learning 

experience. Carien Mills is commended for the method of teaching using media, field trips, 

real life experiences and sourcing of various experts to deliver the lectures. My only 

recommendation would be to lessen the hours per day learning as this had a negative impact. 

Some of the new concepts needed a few hours after the lectures to go through but unfortunately 

there wasn’t enough time to do so and be well rested for the next day of class. 

 

3. Bustone Mwikula Chibwe 

The following serves as feedback on the first block of courses under the MMin.Sc program in 

Sustainable Mineral Resource Development that took place between 18th February and 4th 

March 2018. The block was hosted by Cape Town University and the Stellenbosch 

Sustainability Institute.   
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No major issues experienced except that there was no communication in advance on the return 

Journey that we needed to arrange own transport from the Airport Hotel to the Airport building 

in Cape Town. This could have caused delays. For those staying on the Copperbelt, I suggest 

that the Course Conveners looks at the possibility booking flights from Ndola to Johannesburg. 

Differences in costs can be discussed.  

There were mixed feelings on the pairing arrangement at Little Scotia in Cape Town. Though 

this provided an opportunity to know each other besides the security advantage, members of 

the team complained about privacy. I suggest that in future, such an arrangement can be 

explained in advance. Otherwise, the rooms and the Lodge were of good standard. No 

complaints with accommodation at Stellenbosch.  

Course delivery was excellent. The combination of courses and content was enough to give a 

clear picture of what the program is all about. Under research methodology course, it was 

interesting to know how one can quickly understand contents of paper and assess its relevance 

by scanning through the Abstract and Conclusion under fifteen (15) minutes.  

The speech on the History of Mining in Africa helped understand countries like Zambia got 

entangled in debt to sustain mining operations. Combining Environmental Stewardship course 

with the reality of dwindling Ore head grades, impact on the environment can be more if not 

checked. The low head grades have given rise to the need for bulk mining demanding massive 

movement of the ground (Ore plus waste) to keep in business. This also claims huge tailings 

storage space and demands massive embodied water. Acid mine drainage is also another 

challenge to deal with. On the other hand, Sulphur Dioxide capturing during smelting with 

recent improvements in technology is a step in the right direction. To sustainably use the 

available resources, emphasis on reuse and recycle was timely. There is need to move from 

Cradle to the grave to uphold Cradle to Cradle to protect the scarce resource. 

A visit to the Phosphate Mine brought to mind just how sustainable the Mining operations can 

be. Not dwelling on the water license issue, it is important to mention that: 

 The plant design  allows for sufficient process water recovery by promoting reuse and

minimize strain on fresh water bodies

 Back filling of the open pit filtered tailings is a good step which promotes restoration during

the Life-of-Mine as opposed to embarking on restoration at the end of mine life.
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 Use of Bio- degradable chemicals (with three months life) is something mining companies 

and manufacturers of mining chemicals need to embark on if we are to move towards zero 

pollution  

 

The pressure at Stellenbosch Sustainability Institute was worthwhile to teach one how to cope.      

The Lecture on economic models, Introduced me to the different model and I also got a clear 

understanding of resource decoupling. A tour through the institute compound gave me an 

opportunity to see examples of sustainable development practices such as the use of ecological 

paints, natural cooling of the room by way of trapping cool air and allowing escape of warm 

air through chimneys. Different recyclable material of construction of household and methods, 

reuse of household waste water for toilets, use of solar power and bio gas are powerful 

examples of sustainable use of resources. I was happy to learn that the school is offering support 

to many vulnerable children while operating as a Social Enterprise. Also touched by the efforts 

to remove inequality where the rich and poor live in the same neighborhood. The descendants 

of proponents and victims of Apartheid who live next to each other is a story true reconciliation 

which must be encouraged. 

 

Learning Ecosystem services broadened my understanding of the importance of maintaining/ 

preserving the ecosystem. It was good to learn about fostering partnerships, why they fail and 

what needs to be done for partnerships to succeed. Climate change and how human activities 

are contributing to global was another interesting subject. We have got to be responsible if we 

are to save this planet. 

 

Participation in community service was an interesting component which made me appreciate 

how others feel. Through the video shown and the aftermath discussion on cleaner production 

and ethics, I came to realize that by purchasing commodities blindly, I am indirectly supporting 

the manufacturer. Whether the process of production was sustainable or not has never clicked 

my mind. I have now resolved be particular about what I buy to avoid promoting unsustainable 

means of production. Corporate sustainability and Ethics was another interesting lecture. I 

would have loved to learn on Governance but there was insufficient time for the Lecture. I have 

resolved to delve more into the subject in order to understand the role of governance in 

sustainable development. I also got introduced to the subject of social enterprise whose 

meaning was very new to me but interesting. The positive thing I could take out from it is the 

desire for the firm to be self financing without heavy reliance on donor funding.  
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Finally, I enjoyed Group work presentation on Sustainable projects. It helps one think through 

their roles and most importantly how the project contributes to meeting sustainable 

development goals. 

 

It would add more meaning if the course also included the component on how the mineral 

wealth can be harnessed for promoting growth of the African economies other than 

externalization of resources to build the already developed nations. 

 

Getting the business owners (investors) to completely buy into the concept of Sustainable 

development and responsible mining in the midst of weak laws would be challenging. Where 

good laws exist, corruption and misplaced goals tend to delay or rather compromise 

implementation.   

 

It is therefore important to review/ evaluate laws and hold the law makers accountable. 

Individual activities must also promote sustainable development. Sustainable development 

should be everyone’s theme if we are to save the earth we depend upon for survival.    

 

Early in the day, I participated in community service which was principally swiping the passage 

on ground floor of the SI building. It was an interesting experience which made me appreciate 

how others feel. Through the video and the aftermath discussion, I came to realize that by 

purchasing commodities blindly, I am indirectly supporting the manufacturer. Whether the 

process of production was sustainable or not has never clicked my mind. I will now be 

particular. Corporate sustainability was another interesting lecture. Will delve more into the 

subject. Later in the day, I got introduced to the subject of social enterprise whose meaning 

was very new to me but interesting. The positive thing I could take out from it is the desire for 

the firm to keep financing without heavy reliance on donor funding. Group work on projects 

was very interesting and relaxing. Assigned role became clearer and should be perfected by 

Friday, 2nd March 2018. 

 

Task: Journal of activities for Third Day at Stellenbosch 

I enjoyed the story about fostering partnerships, why they fail and what needs to be done for 

partnerships to succeed. Learning away from the usual place, SI also allowed me to interact 

with other people. Our group made headways on the project for presentation on Saturday. It is 

becoming interesting as I get more insights into the subject matter. 

 

Task: Journal of activities for Second Day at Stellenbosch 
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Exercising was a nice way to start a day. Planting a tree gave me an opportunity to get 

connected with nature. The History of economic models was very interesting and I plan to 

spend more time to delve more into the subject. Learning Ecosystem services broadened my 

understanding the importance of maintaining/ preserving the ecosystem.  

Task: Journal of first day experiences at Stellenbosch 

It was a wonderful experience to be part of the Stellenbosch community and interact with 

people from different backgrounds. From the Sustainability assignments given this far, video 

on sustainability and the Lecture given by Professor Mark, I am getting on course to fully 

understand the meaning of sustainable development. I now have a clear understanding of 

resource decoupling. A tour through the institute compound gave me an opportunity to see 

examples of sustainable development practices such as the use of ecological paints, natural 

cooling of the room by way of trapping cool air and allowing escape of warm air through 

chimneys. Different recyclable material of construction of household and methods, reuse of 

household waste water for toilets, use of solar power and bio gas are powerful examples of 

sustainable use of resources. I was happy to learn that the school is offering support to many 

vulnerable children. Also touched by the efforts to remove inequality where the rich and poor 

live in the same neighborhood. The descendants of proponents and victims of Apartheid who 

live next to each other is a story true reconciliation which must be encouraged. 

Task: Journal of positive and negative daily activities – Submitted 25th February 2018 

1. Daily activities undertaken or decisions made that contribute to a more sustainable

society and environment

At work:

 Monitoring water usage on the plant and ensure maximum water recovery for reuse

on the plant. Minimize use of fresh water on the plant

 If any, turning off water taps and hoses left running unattended to

 Identifying water and slurry (ore mixed with water) leaks and reporting for repair

 Ensure there are no Chemical leaks to the environment. If any, must be quickly

contained.

 Ensure any chemical coming to site is properly registered with appropriate

authorities putting into consideration safety, occupational health and environmental

impacts and how they can be eliminated or mitigated.

 Wild life protection/ conservation - Occasionally when a snake is spotted on the

plant, I am called upon as a trained snake catcher to pick it and release into the bush.
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 Whenever introducing a new chemical on the plant, participate in formal risk 

assessment and standard operating procedure development 

 Ensure employees use appropriate personal protective equipment when handling 

chemicals 

 Milling power draw optimization ensures power is available for other industry use 

 

At home  

 

 Ensure responsible use of water and no water leaks from the pipes 

 Ensure garbage  accumulated is collected by the appropriate authority 

 Encourage use of Hydro-electric power generated electricity as opposed to charcoal 

 

2. Daily activities undertaken or decisions made that contribute to a more Unsustainable 

society and environment?  

 Possible Carbon dioxide / Monoxide emission from Car exhaust- Ensure regular 

serving of the vehicle 

 Chemical addition to the flotation feed (residue chemicals remain in the tailings)  

may destroy animal and plant life in case of any leaks   

 

3. The positives outweigh the negatives. However, there is need for me to sensitize my 

family members and the communities on benefits a cleaner and health environment. 

  

4. Children, nieces or nephews, or younger siblings – what habits, values or principles are 

you teaching them to live sustainably so to secure their own future? If you are not doing 

anything specific why is that?  

 Water conservation (use less water and avoid leaving taps running anyhow) 

 Planting of trees and flower plants in the lawns 

 Switching off unused electricity (bulbs and cooker) 

 

4. Ethel Lungu 

First and foremost, I would like to show my gratitude to be one of the few that were given this 

wonderful opportunity to partake in this program. It has been so far a wonderful experience to 

me. Getting to the core of this writing, I found the organization of the course to be helpful in 

aiding me to learn; as much as new courses were introduced in a short time that I was expected 

to assimilate (that is what an academic learner is expected to do), I learned a lot of new 
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knowledge in a short time that pushed me to critically think about the current state of affairs in 

the world, not just in the mining industry but in other sectors too in view of sustainability. This 

gave me the urge to do something sustainably in my own capacity and endeavor to influence 

others starting with my family and friends extending to the world at large. The duration of each 

lecture was sufficient to introduce the course and build on it; allowing students to ask questions 

to enhance their learning. Lectures turned into discussions sometimes were students 

participated actively and contributed their knowledge and ideas on the topic at hand. Students 

were also given tea breaks in-between to enable them relax as learning took the whole day.  

 Field trips are a cardinal tool for learners in a learning environment as they experience 

situations from the ground. This is a practical way of learning and solutions are tailored in 

accordance to the problem on the ground. One of the learning tools used in the course 

organization was field trips which enabled the students to experience real life situations so that 

even as they endeavor to find solutions to problems, they do so in a practical manner. For 

example, students visited Elandsfontein Phosphate Mine that has been denied a water license 

that has resulted in a delay in the opening of the mine. This is a typical case of how the mining 

industry is received with conflicted emotions from people. In  this mine’s case from my 

viewpoint, the water license was supposed to be issued before the mine commenced even 

building of structures on the site as it has now become  a draw back on the mine’s side.  

 

Figure 1: Elandsfontein Phosphate Mine in Western Cape 

Another educative field trip that was engaged in was to the fossil Park where remains of ancient 

animals were explored. This painted an impression on how important it is to preserve the 

natural environment so that both the current and future generations would learn about the 

previous life that existed in their land and appreciate how wonderful and cultural rich their land 

is, learn from it and preserve it. 
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Figure 1: Bones of various animals at the Fossil Park 

Teaching in this program was conducted in a manner that gave the students an idea of what the 

topic was about; not only that, light was shaded on the topic giving the student something to 

work with on that topic. I found this to be helpful as I got to know the areas where I was lacking 

so I could further carry out research on them for a better understanding. Facilitators of the 

courses were experts in their fields which motivated students to learn as their morale was 

boosted. This can be articulated to the fact that facilitators had passion in their fields. Students 

were given chance to ask questions and clarifications during the learning sessions; this enabled 

the lesson to be understood by students even as the lesson progressed. Facilitators also used 

class group exercises that allowed students to mingle and share ideas from different contexts 

as the class comprised of students from different industries and countries. This made the 

solutions to the class exercises be rich in knowledge and ideas. Another too used in teaching 

was pre-readings. As I earlier mentioned, students came from different lines of work and 

countries hence familiarizing them with the topic at hand was important so that in class, they 

could share their understanding of the topic in regard to where they come from.  Additionally, 

journal writing is a new way of learning to me; nevertheless, it is a learning tool that the module 

used. I came to realize that sustainability is more of a behavioral change issue. If people change 

the way they think about the wellbeing of the environment, they tend to change also in the way 

they act towards the environment; hence journal writing is a brilliant tool that can be adopted 

even in other sectors just to review how people’s thoughts are influencing the change that the 

facilitator wants to observe. 

 Another teaching tool that the module used was community work at the sustainability institute. 

It is a tool that engaged the students in their surroundings as they worked in various field such 
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as the garden, kitchen, fixing the fences, planting trees amongst others. This gave the students 

hands-on learning and was amicable to the environment as sustainable ways of caring for the 

environment were employed. Tests given every day were also helpful in the progression of the 

learning process. The sustainability institute gave the students tests everyday whose feedback 

was given to the students in order for them to review their weaknesses and make improvements 

on them. This can be coupled with the assignments that are cardinal in this program for they 

will show how much the learners have understood from the class lectures and further applying 

it in their own world. The assignments given to the class were appreciated as they help us 

critically think about certain issues contained in the assignment questions thus striving to find 

viable solutions to them.  

 

Figure 2: Students gardening at the Sustainability Institute 

I understood from the course that Africa through the African Mining Vision is seeking to 

develop a mining sector that first and foremost cares for the environment, one that the 

surrounding communities appreciate and that grows the economy too. I also understood that 

sustainability is a very important issue in the world today. This is so because climate change 

has had massive negative impact on the environment hence the world toiling to find viable 

solutions to mitigate as well as adapt to it. This impact is to a larger extent as a result of the 

mining industry whose pollution contributes significantly to climate change. Much of the air 

pollution that contributes to greenhouse gases worldwide is as a result of mining.  In my view, 

this implies that the mining sector from a moral perspective should be in the forefront striving 

to employ measures that are sustainable as they operate to lessen their negative impact on the 
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environment. Water pollution is also another vice that the mining sector has. Mining if not 

carefully monitored, can pose a serious threat to aquatic and human life. Effluent sometimes is 

discharged into water systems that in most cases, nearby communities use for domestic and 

agricultural purposes. Land rehabilitation is also another issue that the mining sector should 

seriously endeavor to employ as land where a mine formally was possess fatal risks to settlers 

nearby and cannot be used for any other purposes if not rehabilitated.  

My recommendation to this program’s coordinators is that some courses should be allocated 

more time as it is new to some students. These include courses to do with mining so that we 

first learn the terminologies used in the course and then learn on mining. 
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Second Module – June 

1. Idah Chanda

This module took place from 17th June to 21st June, 2019 at Graduate School of Business –

University of Capetown. I left University of Zambia on the 16th June, 2019. Below is the

summary of the second module on Strategic Social Engagement practice. 

Day one (Monday 17/06/19) 

I attended my first class on Monday at 08:30 hours. Learning was done in a faculty room from 

08:30 to 17:00 hours. On this day, Jamie-Liegh and her colleague Luthando Milicame to 

explain on what they expected of me and vice versa and gave some guidelines as follows: 

 Taking responsibility of my own learning,  Respect learning needs of others, 

 Be willing to be disturbed, 

 Language - be mindful of being heard and understood,  Be present at all times and so 

on. 

From there, Elspeth Donovan took over to explain why strategicsocial engagement with a focus 

on the mining industry. One thing that I got from this lecture was that a wide range of sectors 

are affected by the mining industry today. 

Still with Elspeth Donovan, I was given a case study for South Africa to watch. The title of the 

case study was Marikana Massacre documentary. In the documentary, miners wanted an 

increase of R12, 000 salary but the way they handled the situation was poor as many people 

lost their lives, leaving the company financial vulnerable in trying to solve something. 

However, this  made me to agree with Mahatma Gandhi who says “when we want to help the 

poor, we usually offer them charity. Most often we use charity to avoid recognising the problem 

and finding the solution for it. Charity becomes a way to shrug off our responsibility. But 

charity is no solution to poverty. Charity only perpetuates poverty by taking the initiative away 

from the poor. Charity allows us to go ahead with our own lives without worrying about the 

lives of the poor. Charity appeases our consciences.” This is absolutely true because in the 

documentary,the poor suffered the most in trying to fight for their rights so as to alleviate 

poverty. Many lives ended up sacrificed for mines. This made the situation to be a wicked 

problem in the end. Because the miners did not agree on what the problem was or what would 

have constitute a solution and it had no limits. 
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I became so emotional in that I connected Marikana documentary to real life situations where 

in most cases, a problem may arise and people usually think it’s not really a problem but in 

actual sense it’s a problem that may require numerous ways of explanations. And I think there 

is need to dig deeper into the root cause of the problem as there is solution to every human 

problem. Therefore, stakeholder engagement at every point of the problem is importantso as to 

deal with wicked problems. Although they are never fully dealt with, but can be improved in a 

way. Wicked problems require a different style of leadership to be dealt with. 

The day ended by giving responses to the question that was asked. How do I solve wicked 

problem? If I knew the answer to this question, the problem would not be wicked in the world! 

Because wicked problems are never truly solved, but only ameliorated and then only for a time. 

Day two (Tuesday 18/06/19) 

On this day, I was introduced to Helene Smit who lectured on walking in the shoes of others. 

There were two subtitles which were: 

 Edge 

 Containment. 

 Edge 

 

I was introduced to a new concept called edge. I learnt that edge refers to anything that has to 

do with fear, look at as one approaches it, it feels scary. This concept made me to think deep 

and dig deeper in that there was a time when I reached the edge, I developed edge systems but 

the comforting part was that my body had to rearrange itself (the body) by becoming lighter so 

as to protect itself from danger. Therefore, difficult behavior is as a result of anxiety and if 

someone is at edge, he or she becomes aggressive and double signal.  

Containment 

I learnt that containment is anything that helps me to reduce on anxiety in a health way.There 

are two containment that is hard and soft. The two containments are both techniques that helps 

me to organize, practice and structure for example, soft containments are relationships, support 

and empathy. There is a life force that helps every human being to develop that flows in and 

out and that there are two life force which is to survive and belonging and drive to fulfil 

potential. The job of containment is to provide safety. This made me to think that managers 

and leaders need both hard and soft containment when explaining and assigning a particular 

role to their workers. 
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The day ended by stating that the biggest gift one could give to his or her child is self-esteem 

and I thank my mother for giving me such a gift. She has continued to believe in me and 

encourage me so much too always believe in myself. She always finds the best way to explain 

her thinking when I do something strange. This day was so lovely as it made me also to realize 

my potential that has become who I am today through the interaction with everyone in the 

world. 

Day three (19/06/19) 

There were four lecturers on this day. These were Elspeth Donovan, Prof Brian Ganson, Fraser 

Siteti and Sabina Favaro. The following topics were covered: 

 Business, conflict and peaceful development in Africa by Prof Brian Ganson 

 Improvements and social interventions by Fraser Siteti and Sabina Favaro. 

 Business, conflict and peaceful development in Africa 

I learnt that people in the communities need to be well informed with strategic social 

engagement practice in the following ways;  

 Develop deeper understanding on global issues and how they affect business and 

understand the search for more inclusive business solutions. 

 Identify solutions that could be aligned core business strategies. 

 Incorporate long term measures into definition of success so as to map and priotise 

stakeholders. This is because valuing stakeholder’s relationships is very important for 

any business to be successful in Africa. 

Furthermore, in valuing stakeholder relationships, there is need to understand stakeholder 

interest first. This can be done by allowing enough time to plan. Think about the longer term 

engagement process early and consult stakeholders if they want to continue to communicate. 

Be realistic. Focus on quality and not quantity. Always engage stakeholders on the basis of 

their credibility and potential contribution. Be as open and transparent as possible. Be flexible 

and open to improvisation in the programme. Leave no one behind and always monitor 

performance as need arises. 

Improvements and social interventions by Fraser Siteti and Sabina Favaro 

I really enjoyed this lecture. Frazer and Sabina did explain on the importance of engaging the 

community at every stage. It was agreed that the communities should be given the rightful 

consent to mining. It was also good to know that customary law and traditional leaders on 
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mining company are important as they restore justice and reconciliation and they also provide 

for the structure and functioning of traditional courts in line with values. 

I did not end well my day because Prof Brian did not give students time to express themselves 

on what they read. He did so much talking (lecture method). In other words, there was less 

involvement of student’s participation and I feel it was not a good approach to take as it 

promote laziness in class. Personally, I felt bad and I did not enjoy his lecture. 

Day four (Thursday 20/06/19) 

Day fourstarted by checking in my presentation by Elspeth Donovan. From there, she handed 

over to Dr. ThandizileMoyo who introduced me to inclusive economic development – lessons 

from the field. 

Inclusive economic development by Dr. ThandizileMoyo 

I was given a documentary to watch. From the documentary, I picked up few things that the 

reclaiming of compounds and elements from products that had reached their endof life or end 

of use were still important in one way or the other. I also identified some opportunities and 

challenges for communities to develop a WEEE economy and stakeholders. The following 

were the opportunities:  

 Sources of income to the local people

 Informal employment

 Potential source for growing recycling industry which is the circular economy

 Reduction in adverse social vices for example reduced in crime and alcohol abuse

Challenges 

 Non-compliance to safety, environmental and health

 Difficult to regulate

 Low level of income

 Low level of qualifications

Stakeholders 

Government –who ensured that national regulations were enforced on the mining activities in 

the area? The local people – extracted the required valuable materials and earn a living from 

the mining activities. 

In addition, Dr. Ailsa Stewart Smith introduced me to effective communication or rather 

communicating a message that is heard. Social engagement that is dealing with self and with 
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others. A number of topics were covered on this day and some of these were in the following 

headings: 

Social engagement 

I learnt that for more social engagement, I need to improve the quality of my relationship and 

that I need to engage in more frank, open and authentic conversations so as to better understand 

other’s perspectives. I also learnt that my mental model guide me on how I act and determine 

how and what I perceive things. 

The ladder of inference 

It provides a picture of how my beliefs, values and assumptions influence the data I select and 

the meanings I add which is how I interpret certain things, what I notice in every situation. I 

was very glad to learn that I use the ladder of inference to deepen my understanding of self and 

others. This made me to recall a time when I was at the top of my ladder when I felt strongly 

about something. I lost my tempter and as a result I developed strong emotions. 

Blame Frame 

From this frame, I learnt that blame hinders problem solving. Blame could also leave a bad 

system undiscovered and when blame is the main goal, understanding is the casualty. This 

frame made me to think that I need to move from blame (judgment) to contribution 

(understanding) because contribution involves all concerned and looks forward. 

Presentation skills 

I learnt different ways of making a presentation to different groups and why I should make 

those presentations. Firstly, I learnt that effective presentation is like a journey. It has a clear 

direction, uses maps and signposts, works with a time frame, takes its passengers through a 

landscape and has a safe arrival at the planned destination. Meaning that every presentation 

must have an introduction, main body and a conclusion. I have known how to capture the 

attention of the audience before starting a presentation. I have also known some important 

things that I need to consider before going for my presentation. For example, I need to know 

the audience, the information to present that is does it fit the audience? What benefit does my 

presentation has? Why should my audience listening to me? Also, I should not use jokes when 

introducing my presentation. This is so because the audience might not take both me and my 

message seriously unless I am professional at making jokes. 

It was a cold day. However, I end very well my lessons. It had an amazing day. Everything was 

on point. For example, the food which was served was very nice. 
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Friday (21/06/19) 

This day was so important to me because I was given a chance to represent my group during 

presentations. There were different topics with different students to present. However, my 

group and I, presented on the roles of strategic social engagement practice in preparing for the 

4th industrial revolution. Some of the roles that I discussed with the rest of the class were: 

 To identify representatives of the cross section of stakeholders 

 Involve civil society and all stakeholders in influencing the 4th industrial revolution 

unfolds 

 Develop new policies 

 Help organizations understand opportunities and risks 

 Develop an integrated national strategy and plan 

 Address and resolve a range of tensions of stakeholders in order for them to perform 

their roles responsibly 

 Empower societies to master technologies 

 

In explaining the roles of SSEP on the preparation of the society to the 4th industrial revolution, 

it was better for me to explain the meaning of industrial revolution. It referred to the radical 

improvement of manufacturing and other technologies that have completely changed the 

previous scenario and established a newer version with positive shift of industrialization. 

As a team, we did well and I think we used what we got from the programme because we were 

not given much more input to the challenges that is going to happen and we made sure that we 

did not leave behind as a continent as well as anyone in the classroom. This made me to even 

gladly say that I am very much prepared for the 4th industrial revolution in that it has already 

started. 

In addition, Elspeth Donovan thanked everyone in the room and she did explain that the impact 

that I do now will not be felt by me but the future generation to come. So this made me to think 

that it is very important for me to act responsibly. 

The day ended by concluding that the relationship between stakeholders and me need to be 

very clear about my expectations and theirs, no hidden agenda, so transparency is really 

important and therefore, I should not promise what I cannot deliver like what the politicians 

do. They are very good at that. 
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Jemlie-Liegh and her colleague came to say bye to the class and assured each one of us to 

contact her if we needed help concerning the venue and so she left. 

Day 6 (Saturday 22/06/19) 

There were no classes on this day. However, I had a chance to interact with the management 

at Capetonian Hotel where I was interviewed by the Capetonian manager concerning 

theservices they offer. I did explain to him that the first four days was quite okay. The food 

was okay but the rooms were dirty and that the chef team were so rude and not friendly. They 

did not care so much in that sometimes, I could find bathing towels, brand tissues and many 

more staffs are not in the room. So I used to call them each time I would want to bath. It was 

so disheartening on my part. I wish they could change their ways of handling customers 

regardless of the skin. 

Sunday (23/06/19): Research methodology and communication 

This module took place from 23rd June to 28th June, 2019 at Upper Campus University of

Capetown. I started learning this module called research methodology and communication. 

Learning was done in Garnet room from 08: 30 hours to 17:00hours. 

It was so nice to know how to handle real life problems and meeting the goals in my life by 

engaging in different types of research. For example, fundamental science based research, 

engineering research, social sciences research and so on. 

I learnt that engineering research looks at the impact on society concerning the challenges that 

has been generated especially in the mining industry. It was good to know that scholarships are 

really important when it comes to do any research. In addition, social sciences research focuses 

on creating new knowledge and the knowledge explains the behaviour of people in society. 

This made me to conclude that social sciences research could also relate to the real world 

problems that many people face with in societies today. 

I also learnt that in order to have a successful research, I should create something new which 

consultants could use as a starting point in understanding issues affecting people. I also learnt 

that I am not small to make a change, therefore, I can provide solutions to problems in society 

whenever possible. And that I can make existing problems more efficient to deal with in order 

to develop my skills so as to become a good researcher. The knowledge that I have acquired 

from this course will help me and my future generation to come through infectious teaching. 
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Moreover, I have learnt how to conduct an M.Phil research. This course has made me to be a 

critical researcher and thinker. I have known how to find and read the relevant literature, 

critically analyse the literature and review the paper. It was good to know how to select a case 

study, setting the context and stating the problem, developing the hypothesis and key questions 

and now I can proudly say that I will have less difficulties in developing my research proposal 

because I have all the skills needed for my research project. Through the presentations which 

were made, I have some ideas on the mining industry in Africa such as mine closure, artisanal 

mining, mine waste, mine dust, beneficiation and so on. 

Saturday (29/06/19) 

It was the day I left South Africa to Zambia my sweet home. It was such an amazing learning 

journey for me despite unconducive Hotel environment. 

Thank you! 

 

 

2. Michael Mwengwe Merbu 

As always am very grateful to be part of the wonderful journey of the MPhil program. The 

lessons are insightful and practical. The lectures were diverse with different lecturers delivering 

different teaching methods. The experience was amazing, the course coordinators were 

wonderful and very welcoming. They made the experience feel like home.  

The UCT GSB course was on strategic social engagement, on the first day we were asked to 

embrace the experience of unlearning which sounded strange at first.  The lesson was that we 

were all from different back grounds with difference experiences, different jobs and different 

job titles. In this course we were all at the same level it didn’t matter what you were in society 

or what you know. We were asked to forget, unlearn everything and start from scratch and 

learn what had to be offered with new ways of thinking. This made me feel good and a part of 

the course. 

As part of the introduction we were taught about the U-theory, a theory that basically explains 

how the learning process works, a road map for the course. We were taught the importance of 

active listening, an important skill in communication. This helped me realize that when we 

listen to others it improves the quality thinking that helps us solve problems better.  

We went on to learn about the great acceleration of the 1950, which was explained using the 

quote off the batman movie that when an “unstoppable force (growth: population, urbanization, 

industrialization etc) meets an immovable object (finite resources, natural resources) 
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something has to give (inequality, global warming etc)”. The growth was made possible by the 

discovery of new energy sources (oil) which make development easier because goods could 

easily be moved around. This transition was all in an effort to improve living standards of the 

global population.  This development comes at a cost and there are consequences, the 

acceleration has seen a great increase in decline of natural recourses like fresh water, 

biodiversity and mineral resources, increase in world debt, global warming etc. With a 

population of 8.3 billion people by 2030, we’ll need 50% more energy, 40% more water and 

35% more food. We went on to learn about the services that nature provides for us and why it 

is important to value our ecosystem services. It was highlighted that the sustainable 

development goals are a way to rectify our mistakes.   

On the second day we further went on to learn why social engagement is strategic, in doing so 

we had to understand what poverty and suffering are. A distinction between the two was made 

with visual depictions of inequality. We look as measures of progress that define how well we 

are doing, GPD is a measure of economic progress at macro level which does not measure 

wellbeing of the economy, it is therefore not the best measure of progress. If we are to progress 

we need we need to develop sustainably, the sustainable development goals where explained 

were the vision of the 21st century was explained “ Any vision of sustainability fit for the 21st 

century must recognize that eradicating poverty and achieving social justice is inextricably 

linked to ensuring ecological stability and renewal.” 

We went on to learn about mining and sustainable development where we looked at harm and 

impacts of mining, the complex challenges mining activities pause. We also looked at what the 

sector contributes positively to human development linked to SDGs in terms of infrastructure, 

capacity building, public private partnerships etc. This to me was more less like a cost benefit 

analysis. One group presented on the impacts of mine closures where we saw in Namibia 

deserted towns, because there are poor close out plans.   

In the afternoon we kicked off with lessons on problems, were we learned about simple and 

complex problems? This took me back to Stellenbosch, the concept was the same only this 

time it was about social economic wicked problems. We learned what makes/ leads to these 

wicked problems, their characteristics, and how we can attempt to solved them. We watched a 

video documentary on the Marikana massacre, about a strike for better wages. The massacre 

was identified as a wicked problem because it cut across many dimensions of society, trust, 

slump in platinum price, social wellbeing and economic wellbeing, housing conditions, cultural 

traditions, psychology of the miners and past management decisions. From the video I learned 

that wicked problems are never truly solved, but only ameliorated and only for a time. A step 

in solving these problems was shared with two methods, neat and clumsy methods and types 
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of leadership as well as the role of leadership in solving wicked problems. In every situations 

there what are known as small wins that can help stop the big wicked problem that might be 

unfolding as was the case in the documentary. In the documentary we watched it was seen that 

if the chief of police had taken up the leadership role and reasoned with miners on their way to 

the mines the massacre could have been avoided.  

The biggest lesson for day one was that we need new ways of thinking the business as usual 

needs to come to an end. You can’t solve a problem with the mind that created the problem in 

the first place.  

The third day second day started off with what the lecture called walking in someone else’s 

shoes a lecture from Hélène Smit. It was a psychology of individual behavior, lessons about 

understanding people, leadership and how I can solve some of the wicked social problems I 

face where I come from and my work set up. In the lesson I was able to trace or identify why 

some people behave the way they behave, why some people are ridged to things like change or 

development. I also learned about why I get nervous and how to overcome anxiety (edge) or 

my fears especially when it comes public speaking. It was a very intense and emotional lecture, 

it tested my back ground, how I reason through things and what makes me behave the way I 

do. It made me realize some of my own mistakes takes and some things I take for granted as a 

leader. It took me back as far as my childhood. But from all this emotional learning the key 

issue I picked up was that we need to take time in understanding why people take certain 

actions, understand their logic of thinking before you judge their actions or blast at them  for 

something you wanted done in a particular way. We are all special in our own ways and think 

differently. We need to take time to walk in other people’s shoes. 

The day went on by learning about social performance to develop a deeper understanding the 

global issues and how the impact the business world. We learned how we can use the business 

realm inclusively to find solutions to the complex problem. In this session we learned to about 

mind mapping, having broad ideas to solve problems then narrowing them down to specific 

ideas that address specific problems. We learned about identifying stakeholders, their roles and 

the importance of stakeholder relationships. I learned that it is important to understand 

stakeholder interests when engaging stakeholders and tools used to understand their interests 

and type’s engagement approaches to buy them into what one wants to achieve.  I further 

learned the difference between partnerships and collaboration, which are often used 

interchangeably but are significantly different. The key points of this lesson where that working 

with others is important to achieve more for the better good of society. Working through 

alliances and partnerships. We looked at the mining industry and the sustainability strategic 

framework, where we looked at setting boundaries, measure direct and indirect impacts, asses 
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contribution to development and prioritize management response aside this framework we 

learned about the sustainable livelihoods Framework which is people centered and very 

dynamic to promote micro and macro links creating shared value and an enabling environment 

socially and financially. We saw an example of a framework that is working in other countries. 

A short documentary of a plastic waste collection and fishing net collect projects were waste 

is collected and sold to different recycling industries, creating value and social cooperation’s 

improving livelihoods of people.  

The day that followed we were taken by lessons from professor Brain Ganson from the Africa 

Centre for Dispute Settlement who took us into business, conflict, and peaceful development 

in Africa. Prior to this lesson we were given some materials to read, much of which was long 

and boring to read, but after a couple of days of learning and the professor coming everything 

made sense. It was a very interesting lesson only that the professor wasn’t that good at 

delivering. The lessons where about an imaginational state Equatenia which felt more like the 

Zambian situation. In this peace of reading most all the lessons taught from the previous days 

applied.   

On Friday we started the day with community engagement, this was more like stakeholders 

lesson. Day started out with a depiction of artisanal mining. we was documentaries around this 

type mining, in the videos we saw how some communities have shifted from farming to 

artisanal mining for gold, the conditions they go through and the impacts of this type of mining. 

We also looked at another form of artisanal mining from electronic products. Where youths 

make a living from extracting metals from electronic waste. They were exposed to toxic fumes 

and they were contaminating water sources which had impacts on the environment and 

themselves. We went on to look at what governments and NGOs are doing about these kinds 

of mining and how best they can help the situation. 

In the afternoon we looked at a pressure groups response in helping communities that are 

disturbed by mining activities. We watched a documentary about a community that rose against 

the opening of a mine. The community usually tends to lose-out more, on the promise of jobs 

and other amenities that the mines come with if not consulted if they want these things. They 

are never compensated for their loss, in the video we saw that the community had sacred land 

and they did not want to give it up to a mining company that wanted to displace them. They 

wanted natural resources around them and not the mining jobs. Most of the traditional leaders 

(chiefs) are usually selfish and some companies buy them off at the cost of the whole village.  

Governments usually bulldozes the communities, but we learned that there are organizations 

that fight for the voiceless in terms of compensations and relocations. The key lessons in this 

documentary was community involvement and participation are very key in development. 
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The last day at GSM was practical session, overcoming my anxiety. We were presenting our 

group work task on the effects of the 4th industrial revolution and how we can prepare for it as 

it is a wicked problem. It was an amazing task and lesson for us, we got to learn a lot about 

how fast technology is advancing, it made me realize how far Zambia is in terms of 

modernization.  In our presentation we looked at how Zambia can prepare for this evolution to 

develop sustainably.  

A big thanks to all the lectures at UCT and GSB making it possible to have these life lessons 

to build on our knowledge base to see to it that we develop our country sustainably.  

The week that followed was good, the learning environment was encouraging and motivating. 

The lectures were friendly and respectful. I enjoyed the diverse lectures and different methods 

of lecturing. The module was mainly about research. I learned the steps taken when coming up 

with the research and the procedures in academic writing. We were divided in groups and were 

made to look at different topics upon which tasks where based on. At every stage of the lessons 

we were tasked to test our understanding. My group had the topic on mine dust, I came across 

a lot of new concepts and learned a lot about mine dust and how it affects people, methods used 

in the mines to suppress dust, diseases associated to mine dust, social economic effects, what 

the mines are doing to help the people that are exposed to mine dust and the laws around mine 

dust. 

We were exposed to different articles that helped us at every level of the research process. We 

were taken through every level of developing a research, starting from the abstract to the 

conclusion. At every level of the research there was a practical session of how to go about it, 

individually or as a group. The first part was about the nature of research, types of research, 

research drivers, and processes of research and purpose of research (solving wicked problems). 

I learned about how to search through relevant documents when researching. Research is about 

reading but not just reading anything and everything, it is about reading relevant documents 

and evaluating literature. Keeping record of what’s important and relevant to your study. We 

also looked at the challenges research faces from all aspects including the technology 

challenges. We looked at the key elements of a research degree which we identified as 

complexity, originality, critical thinking, scholarly work, and significant contribution to 

knowledge in field, novel concepts, Innovative ideas and publishable outcomes. We learned 

that in research you need to ask the right questions to get the right answers. Of key note where 

the requirement of the MPhil research degree requirements and that it is always important to 

start with the end in mind. 
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We were also taught about the critical analysis, an important tool every master’s student should 

develop. The main purpose of a critical review is to evaluate contents of what you’re reading 

to asses’ relevance so as to build a sound argument. To critically analyse things, one is required 

to think critically. The essence of critical thinking is to think clearly reflect, think independently 

and rationally asking questions of who is saying it? What are they saying? Why are they saying 

it? Critical thinking understands logical connections between ideas, it identifies, constructs and 

evaluate arguments. Critical thinking finds inconsistencies in arguments and mistakes in 

reasoning using systematic approaches to solving problems. 

Before we got into the research aspects there was a lesson on mind mapping. This is a method 

that let’s you think in a free flowing way and then to organise the free flowing ideas. It allows 

you to get information into and out of your mind, organise your ideas and information and 

integrate logical thinking and creativity. It is from this that one can develop research question 

that one is seeking to answer from the problem identified.  

After all this was done we went into the actual steps of the research process, we started piecing 

our research thoughts and projects in groups and as individual, we started be looking at the 

abstract, what is contented in the abstract, then we went on to the introduction, how it is 

structured to capture the attention of the reader.  We then went on to synthesis of literature 

were we learned that the first and most important step of a critical review is to provide an 

overview of the content of the paper in which you address the context of the study, the work 

done, how it was done, the key findings, the value added and the take home message. 

Then we looked at the problem statement, which was a very interesting lecture. I learned how 

to construct a problem statement and identify a good problem statement. This was aided by a 

matrix tool that made this task quiet easy to understand. We also learned how to formulate or 

make hypothesis. The definition was simply explained as a statement that proposes relationship 

between cause and effect of the research.  

We went on to learn about the research methodologies, the approaches to research, and the key 

aspect of each approach. Of note was that the best approach depends on the type of research 

one is currying out.  It was noted that the best for the MPhil program was the mixed methods, 

an interactive use of two or more methodologies both qualitative and quantitative.  

We then moved on to the research design, were we looked at the paradigm, what informs the 

research methodology, theoretical framework, what theories inform the choice of research. 

Research approach, what research approach to use based on the research questions developed 

from the theoretical framework? Data collection, what types and sources of data might you be 

able to use to help answer your research questions and the best ways to collect data for your 
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study? What assumptions guide the choice of selection of participants in the study (sampling), 

the setting of the study, and the techniques of data collection? We went on to data analysis, we 

were taught that we need to answers questions of: how are you going to analyses and interpret 

the data to answer the research question(s) and test the hypothesis. What assessment criteria 

are you going to use? After we went on to look at matters bordering ethics, we were taught we 

need to be mindful of ethical maters as curry out our research. What are the ethical 

considerations for your study, based on the paradigm, theoretical framework, research 

approach, data collection and analysis? The last part was explained as the main point of 

currying out the research, this was validity/broader significance, in this aspect of the research 

we ask how does the research done address the “big” problems and who is it useful to? 

The last day was about our own research proposals, it was highlighted that from what was 

practiced during the week needed to be perfected, but generally we seemed to get the 

understanding of the research process. This made me feel like I was on track. Each group was 

given a change to present on their topics and it was amazing.  

Burning issues 

Some lectures seemed too proud and boring. They did not give adequate examples to make 

understanding easier. It was difficult to follow them.  

The visit to UCT/GSM was blissful despite the hostel accommodation issues. The hotel was 

Indian based and the meals were horrible. We are Zambian, people where shunning meals and 

a lot of us had stomach issues. Some even missed classes because they fell ill. The hotel did 

not replenish our water in the rooms, the bath gels and towels where sometimes not replaced 

which made my stay unpleasant. We had no beverages to accompany our meals which did not 

make sense. I understand we were given up keep allowance but am not sure if that’s what it 

was meant for, I was of the view it’s meant for housekeeping issues like laundry, snacks and 

any other emergencies. My stay in stellenbosh was amazing and I thought we would come back 

to such a stay.  

The transport situation was bad, we were packed like potatoes. A seven setter vehicle was 

packing nine people. We were squeezed until the big bus was brought after complaining.  There 

was no one to explain these issues to us. Everything came as a surprise. We expected the same 

treatment we had from our first trip.  

Communication from UNZA is just sad. We are always communicated to on the last minute. It 

is assumed that we are all coming from Lusaka which is not the case. I work outside Lusaka in 
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Northern Province, I have to make arrangements to leave work, short notice communication 

makes this very difficult for me.  

Recommendations  

Please inform the class in time when there is need to travel, and for the future cohorts arrange 

a bus to fury them to school from day one. See to it that logistical issues are in place before 

people travel and book hotels that are culture friendly and accommodating. As for the lectures 

I would recommend that the school evaluates our feedbacks so as to find the suited candidates. 

All in all it’s so far been a wonderful experience  

In summation I would like to thank the University of Zambia, the Dean, school of mines, for 

making it possible for me to be part of the wonderful journey of the MPhil program. I would 

also like to thank all the course coordinators for making us feel at home and the lectures that 

made this learning experience possible for the wonderful lessons.  

3. Sarah Malamba 

INTRODUCTION 

This is a report of the second Module for the Master of Science in Sustainable Mineral 

Resource Development program held in South Africa from the 16th of June 2019 to the 29th 

of June 2019 at the Graduate School of Business and the University of Cape Town campus. 

 

The modules covered included Strategic Social Engagement Practices at the Graduate School 

of Business (GSB) from 17th June, 2019 to 21st June, 2019 and Research Methodology at the 

University of Cape Town Main Campus from 23rd June, 2019 to 28th June, 2019. 

STRATEGIC SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT PRACTICES – 17TH JUNE 2019 to 21ST 

JUNE 2019 

This Module was very educative, enlightening and insightful as it uncovered a lot of lessons 

on strategic social Engagement, leadership, wicked problems and how to measure the impact 

of strategic social engagement. 

One of the highlight of the module was the video we saw of the 2012 Marikana Massacre 

in which 47 people were killed and several others injured during the strike by Lonmin 

Mining workers. 

From the documentary I saw and understood the importance of proper stakeholder engagement 

and dialogue in resolving wicked problems. It was sad to see how the lack of communication 

and proper stakeholder management led to deaths that could have been avoided. 
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Helene Smit’s WALKING IN THE SHOES OF OTHERS session was one session that 

particulary spoke to me and challenged me as a parent, people leader, colleague and a citizen 

to walk in the shoes of the other person or group in order to understand where they are coming 

from, their behavior and therefore be able to engage them in a manner that is appropriate and 

have a positive impact. The sessions gave me better view on how to resolve conflicts 

successfully by meeting as many needs as possible for the various stakeholders involved in 

the conflict, something that I have begun to practice in my organization. 

 

The case of the Brittania conflict gives a clear picture of how conflict comes about and how 

we can resolve by identifying and understanding the dividers, ( what drives people apart and 

away from peaceful development) and the connectors (what moves people towards peaceful 

development) in the groups or rather stakeholders involved. 

Inclusive economic development session was one that tackled the aspect of Urban mining and 

its significance in bringing development and value to the community during and after. It also 

highlighted the impact of WEEE (Waste Electronic and Electrical Equipment) on the 

community after they reach end of life and end of use. The communication process session 

was very interesting and challenging at the same time as it touched on very important aspects 

of communication that we take for granted, resulting in miscommunication and usually 

conflict. 

I learnt how perceptions we create in our minds about people block us from getting the real 

picture and being able to have meaningful and impactful conversations with the people 

around. At the end of this session, I was equipped with communication and presentation skills 

that I know will enable me to effectively communicate messages for a positive impact that 

benefits all parties involved. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND COMMUNICATION MODULE – 23RD JUNE 2019 

to 28TH JUNE, 2019. 

This module was very informative as it took us on a step to step journey of formulating 

the research methodology for our research. The sessions were interesting as they 

involved a lot of tasks that encouraged participation and made it easier to follow and 

understand. 

The group tasks was also very helpful to me as they made me get a better understanding of 

the mining sector as I am quite new to mining. 
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I learnt quite a lot from the other groups as well covered other topics which included, 

mine closure, Beneficiation, Artisanal Mining, Mine dust and Mine waste. 

I was in the GREEN MINING group and we were advocates of creating shared value 

between the mines and the communities within which we operate. 

The material shared in the presentations was very useful and easy to apply. I learnt how I 

need to apply critical thinking in the whole process and very helpful presentation skill that I 

will be able to apply in my academics and my career. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, I would like to extend my thanks to the University of Zambia, School of 

Mines, for according me the opportunity to pursue the Master of Science in Sustainable 

Mineral Resource Development and the University of Cape Town for hosting us and all the 

lessons shared during the module sessions. The whole trip was well organized, logistics well 

managed; we didn’t have trouble checking in at the airport or during transfers. We were 

picked up from the airport on time and checked in to the hotel with ease, same with return. 

The module coordinators were very good and provided guidance and made us comfortable 

from day one to the last day. The lecturers were very helpful and teaching methods and 

material were also very easy to follow and understand. I can safely say that I am a better 

person after the two modules and ready to have meaningful and impactful engagements with 

my various stakeholders in both my personal life, my career and my community. I feel more 

ready to start my research proposal as the research methodology has shifted my thinking 

process and I already started thinking of a research topic. 
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Third Module – September/October 

1. Festus Mukuka Kakana 

Introduction 

The Masters programme in Sustainable Mineral Resource Development is a programme aimed 

at enforcing factors of Sustainable development in mining and mineral process. It is the multi-

disciplinary programme that recognises among others the importance of stakeholder’s 

engagement and all key prayers participation (Government, Community, Investor and NGO’s) 

in enhancing environmental protection and socio-economic development. Stakeholder 

engagement is key in creating a more “meaningful existence and sustainable planet”. Local 

authorities in mine fetched areas, mining companies, mining communities, private sectors that 

depend each other for survival, must work together to help create prosperity and eliminate 

poverty in the context of a liveable and inherently sustainable planet. This moves us from the 

insular current state of mining to a more innovative and collaborative future. 

The old model and ways of thinking in mining as an industry which is based on individualism 

and wealth creation can only hinder our progress but when we co-inspire, co-collaborate, co- 

innovate and co-educate can we create a more sustainable developed mine community through 

collective investment with a shared purpose and vision. This shared purpose and vision is not 

based on economic returns but boarders on the need to engage and collaborate with 

stakeholders to help create a broader-based and longer lasting prosperity. 

This is a feedback report of the third module that was held from 27th September, 2018 to 6th 

October, 2018 at Fairmont Hotel/Maamba Collieries limited in Livingstone city and 

Sinazongwe district respectively in Zambia. 

Courses 

Research Methodology and Communication 

Almost all the lessons on research methodology and communication were covered during the 

thirst and second module in South Africa at Cape Town University in March and July, 2018 

respectively. The third module only consisted of project proposal presentation and writing of a 

proposal. The presentation was followed by questions and critical corrections from lectures to 

help structure a meaningful research and obtain results that can be communicated effectively. 

The group discussions on individual project proposals and use of mind map helped to have 

divert view on the project and make necessary adjustment to come up with a more realistic 

research that could be achieved within a stipulated timeframe. It also helped in building the 
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students competence, establish research hypothesis, structure literature review and analysis. 

This knowledge was cardinal to help prepare a more meaningful research proposal that was 

scheduled on the 2nd November, 2018. 

Environmental Stewardship in Mining & Minerals Beneficiation 

A lot of lessons were drawn from this course. Dr Masinja gave the introduction and content of 

the third module course Environmental Stewardship in Mining and Mineral Beneficiation. Dr 

Manchisi followed through with the environmental issues in Coal Mining and AMD 

predictions and with a case study of the Maamba Collieries Limited which was scheduled for 

site visit on 4th to 6th of October, 2018. We revised on the adverse impact that mining activities 

has on the environment with specific emphasis on coal mining. 

Dr Masinja and Dr Kambani introduced us to the international protocols, environmental 

legislations, policies, guidelines and practices that are aimed at enhancing environmental 

protection and reducing or minimising the impact. This knowledge was essential for my project 

proposal because I needed to understand both international and national laws, policies and 

practices that Zambia has committed to promote environmental protection and economics. We 

further looked at the content and similarities of these environmental legislations and policies 

with examples drawn from Zambia, Tanzania, South African and Developed countries. 

In Zambia, Environmental issues cut across a variety of sectors and a number of government 

institutions are involved in environmental management issues such as Zambia Environmental 

Management Agency (ZEMA), Ministry of Mines, Energy and Water Development and The 

Ministry of Lands, Natural Resources and Environmental Protection. Dr Masinja further 

introduced us to the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) process as the first thing a 

developer needs to do before undertaking a project that may affect the environment. The EIA 

should account the concerns of all stakeholders through addressing the following: 

 Ensure that the project purpose and objectives are justifiable and acceptable by all 

stakeholders? 

 Ensure that the project location is suitable for the intended purpose? 

 Ensure that the project establishes proper and sustainable mitigation processes and 

enhanced measures towards identified environmental issues. 

The authorization can only be made after the developer has gone through the EIA. With the 

understanding that mining activities are always considered to have a large impact on the 

environment, Dr Besa highlighted on mine closure and rehabilitation of mine sites including 
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cost provision. This knowledge in environmental stewardship helped us with the ability to 

identify, analyse and solve mining environmental problems. 

Exam of Environmental Stewardship 

In as much as we appreciate the fact that exam are the basis to assess students understanding 

of a particular course. The time frame between teaching of course materials and assessment of 

the student through an exam was not adequate as student needed humble time to assimilate and 

fully understand and appreciate knowledge acquired within a short period of time owing to the 

fact that there are fast and slow learners. 

Site Visit to Maamba Colliries Limited 

On the 4th to 6th October, 2018 we visited Maamba Colliries limited to familiarise ourselves 

with their mining operations and also conduct an Environmental Project Brief. We were 

received by Mr Phiri who ran us through the mining and thermal plant operations. He further 

showed us some of the community project which include; constructions of roads, schools, 

clinics as well as community skill development based project. The mine has also bought a 

dump truck and a backhoe loader for the Local Government Authority to enhance municipal 

waste management programs. 

On the part of sustainable mining, Mr Phiri showed us how they are rehabilitating mined areas 

in an effort to establish alternative land use. The mine is further neutralising acidic old mined 

pits using a base ash from the thermal plant. The mine is furthermore using advanced 

technology to prevent release of SOx and NOx in the air but only release acceptable limits. 

The mine also gave us an opportunity to interact with the resettled and displaced community. 

The community confirmed all the community project that the mine was under talking but the 

only challenge that the resettled families were facing was the inability to manage utility bills 

for the newly constructed house given to them by the mines as they didn’t have any form of 

income as the lands which they were using for income generation was now under the 

jurisdiction of the mines.  

Conclusion and Recommendations 

Generally, the overall experience of the third module was excellent and a lot of knowledge in 

environment stewardship was acquired and appreciated to a point where we are now able to 

identify, analyse and offer solutions to solutions to mining environmental problems. We further 

wish to give the following recommendations: 
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Increase the time frame for each block from two to three weeks to decongest the volume of 

learning materials offered per block and enable students appreciate the knowledge acquired 

even more. 

Pre-issue study materials for courses that need exams to allow student have humble time to 

assimilate and appreciate the knowledge 

 

2. Brian Chiluba 

The objective of the block three semester was to cover some aspect of environmental 

stewardships and also consolidate on proposal presentations and development. Prof Sue 

Harrison, in charge of the research development presented an introduction to our differential 

attainment work program. There were then two days of presentations from students. The block 

run for two weeks, the first week in Livingstone at the Fairmount Hotel and the last part in 

Maamba, with most activities being field works to the mines. 

The final part of the block was a group discussion on three questions: 

(i) What is an EPB? 

(ii) What should the priorities be for the EPB in addressing differential attainment? 

(iii) How wa the EPB carried out for Maamba Coal Mine? 

Various players who may have been affected by the Mine were invited for interview. The 

attendees were also given feedback with the same questions so they could leave individual 

responses along with their other details that were going to be necessary in writing the EPB 

assignment. 

Environmental Stewardship exam  

Dr. Masinja presentation showed how we have tried to understand how practitioners progress 

through development of EPBS for various organizations, and shared an EPB from one 

interactive reports on from Dangote cement that was developed by Dr Masinja himself. 

An exam was done in environmental stewardship, covering different component from various 

topics covered from the first block before proceeding to Maamba, the exam was somewhat 

tough and it needed much time for preparations but it was a good as a measure for 

understanding. 

Maamba Coal Mine visits  
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A visit to Maamba for the second week was very educative and memorable. Maamba Collieries 

Limited (MCL) is the largest coal mining company in Zambia MCL has adopted modern, 

economic eco-friendly mining and processing. To add substantial value to the mining 

operations, MCL produces electricity of up to 300 MW. This carter for power within the 

community as well to the national grid.  At Maamba students took various field trips to orient 

themselves with the activity of the Mines. Also they were moment students were allowed to 

ask important questions on how the mine deal with issues of sustainability and also giving back 

to the community using CSR. 

Recommendations 

This program is a very good undertaking. I recommend that for the upcoming class a vaster 

mine industry is chosen and in a more attractive environment. This is because when in SA 

best places are chosen for the sake of the visitors. 

3. Chongo Reuben

INTRODUCTION 

This report is an individual feedback on the Masters in Sustainable Mineral Resource 

development module 3 held in Livingstone and Mamba, Zambia from 23rd September, 2018 

to 6th October, 2018. Purpose of this report to assist Managers of the program to 

continuously improve in order to fully achieve the intended objectives. 

INSIGHTS 

 The chosen environments both in Livingstone and Mamba where conducive for

learning and practically interactive in the case of the later.

 Group learning encouraged cross-learning and provoked hidden personal attributes

but this can be enhanced by mixing group individuals across professional disciplines,

experience and nationalities (geographical locations/settlements).

 A more practical approach (if possible) needs to be embedded in teaching research

methodology as it will help Scholars with engineering backgrounds simulate.

 The examination undertaken was practical oriented but might have disadvantaged

Scholars who are not associated with the

 Mining industry.

RECOMMENDATIONS 
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 Ensure incidental allowance is carted for in the third module or better communicate in

advance as this caught everyone by surprise after being given in the 1st and 2nd

blocks.

 Since examinations are practical and suits mining industry practitioners, there is need

to conduct it after field tours (Mamba trip) to help Scholars who are not associated

with mining industry appreciate more.

 There is need to synchronize assignments given by different lecturers in order not to

unnecessarily overload students.

CONCLUSION 

The setup of learning away from the normal class arrangement is very helpful and should be 

encouraged going forward. 
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Ruth Chibbabbuka: ActionAid Zambia 
Introduction 

The Intern chose ActionAid Zambia (AAZ) for internship to learn about the advocacy 

programme it has in place for the mining sector, to find out how AAZ interfaces with the and 

various stakeholders in the mining communities, and whether AAz has made any proposals to 

amend the law with regard to the sustainable development of the communities in the mining 

area.   

1.1 Purpose of Report 

This report provides the activities that were carried out by the intern during internship as well 

as the status of the activities of the three implementing partners in their communities of 

operation as well as recommendations made. 

Activities carried out 

The intern was welcomed by Jaston Lunda, Head of Programmes at AAZ and was given 

material to read to be made aware of the programmes carried out by AAZ. The main areas 

carried out or looked at by AAZ include programmes, governance, women’s rights and youth 

as well as fundraising. 

The intern also attended the launch of the Forum of African Women Educationalists Zambia 

National Chapter (Faweza) 2018-2022 Strategic Plan on the 17th August, 2018. The focus was 

emerging gender issues in education. Faweza is an advocacy institution that advocates for 

policies and legislation that promote gender equality. It is one of AAZ’s partners.   

The intern discovered whilst reading and interviews with some members of staff at AAZ that 

of particular relevance to the internship is the Fair, Green and Global (FGG) Alliance 

programme run by AAZ. The FGG consists of six Dutch member organisations which together 

with Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) and networks from all over the world, aims for 

socially just, inclusive and environmentally sustainable societies.  

The Project Manager for the FGG Alliance programme is Precious Nkandu whom the intern 

only got to meet in the last week of the internship as Mrs Nkandu was in Uganda at the time 

the internship commenced. 

The FGG programme is implemented in three districts of Zambia namely Mufulira and 

Chingola on the Copperbelt and Musele in Kalumbila in North-Western Province. The main 

aim of the programme is to build the capacity of three implementing partners namely, Ndola 
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Diocese, Green and Justice Organisation and Musele Task Force to respond to threats and lobby 

for improved government and corporate conduct in their communities to support service 

delivery.  

AAZ has moved away from direct implementation of its advocacy programmes and instead 

works through partners. A trip to assess the progress made by the implementing partners was 

arranged but the intern was not able to accompany the Project Manager due to a conflict in 

schedules. However a status report was attained which is briefly outlined below. 

Advocacy issues and progress 

3.1 Mufulira District 

AAZ has been working through Green and Justice in Mufulira District Kankoyo compound. 

The area is exposed to environmental pollution, contaminated water supply and cracking of 

houses caused by mining operations. 

AAZ has in the past trained Human Rights Defenders (HRD) among community members to 

be able to pursue advocacy issues on their own. The trained community members have 

demonstrated these skills in different scenarios. Women and Youth groups capacities have been 

built to claim for space in the decision-making process such as participating in ward 

development committee meetings to hold ward councilors and the area Member of Parliament 

(MP) accountable. 

3.2 Chingola District 

AAZ has been working in three communities in the district through the Catholic Diocese of 

Ndola. The issues of advocacy include environmental pollution, property damage and human 

rights violation.  

Shimulala Area 

Water pollution: The mining effluent from the copper purification process has polluted two 

main water sources namely Mushishima and Kafue rivers. Due to high acidic levels, the water 

table in the area has also become acidic affecting sank boreholes as well. 

Konkola Copper Mines (KCM) was taken to court on claims of damage due to pollution caused 

by the Nchanga Copper Mine, which is owned by Vendanta through its subsidiary KCM. The 

case was disposed in the London court’s ruling in favour of the communities however, an 

appeal has since been made by KCM against the ruling.    
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Tsopano Area 

Cracked Houses: Since 2001, a total of 109 houses in Tsopano have cracked due to blasting 

operations by KCM. Community members have engaged KCM, the Council, ZEMA and other 

relevant stakeholders to classify the area unsafe to necessitate the relocation of the community 

to an alternative location. 

In 2001 20 households were relocated after 10 people died after a blasting operation. Recently 

the council informed the community that they are waiting for KCM to apply for land to which 

the 89 households will be resettled. Additionally, FGG has written to the Ministry of Mines 

safety department to assess the safety of the houses. In response to the whole issue, KCM has 

confirmed willingness to relocate the affected households on humanitarian grounds. 

Chabanyama area 

Displacement/unfair compensation: KCM during the expansion of its operations buried the 

gardens which the community used for income generation. AAZ built the capacity of the 

community in Human rights and the issue was raised with KCM. 

Community members were compensated with K1,500 per household, there is general feeling 

that the community members were not consulted or allowed to negotiate with the mines in the 

entire process. 

3.3 Kalumbila District 

The district has experienced some environmental damage, relocation and unfair compensation. 

Community members have also expressed lack of consideration from the mine towards the 

community. 

Relocation: The people of Wanyima community feel the relocation of 1,500 households was 

mishandled and faced many challenges. The community members felt the houses in the 

resettlement area are too small to provide adequate accommodation and privacy for all family 

members. The Musels Nkisu Taskforce sensitized the Mukilawantumbu community on their 

rights and resisted the relocation until when a better location is found. Nine households have 

however been relocated after the mine company extended the earlier built houses.  

Mine land size: First Quantum Minerals Zambia had a total land size of 518km2 negotiated 

and approved for mining operations by the Chief. However, after making inquiries, the Musele 

Nkisu Taskforce learnt that this area is beyond the chief’s power to authorize. A campaign was 
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launched, and the land size has been reduced to 385.9km2. Following the outcry from 

community members, no title deed has been issued by government. 

Water pollution: Due to mining activities, Kasombo and Musangenzhi rivers have been 

polluted with toxic effluent flowing from the mine downstream. Both tap and borehole water 

is contaminated with sulphuric acid. Kawelanga, Kankozhi and Musele villages lack of 

alternative water sources has forced these communities to use unsafe water from the 

Musangehzhi and Chisola dams. This water forms part of the water that has flooded the graves 

making the water unsafe for human consumption and the issue has been launched with the 

mine. 

Government through ZEMA and Kalumbila separately collected water samples for testing. No 

results have yet been availed. 

Women empowerment: AAZ through the taskforce advocated for recognition of the women 

in Musele chiefdom by the mining company through entrepreneurship trainings to uplift 

women’s livelihood.  

Training was conducted by the mine through a company called “Fortune World”. Currently, a 

good number of women business groups have been registered with PACRA and ZRA and are 

able to win contracts with the mining company to provide various services such as landscaping, 

rearing chickens and selling of vegetables. 

Suspension of the Conservation Farming Project: As part of giving back to the community, 

from the mining activities, conservation farming project was established for the benefit of the 

community. This project was however stopped with no proper explanation to the community. 

With backing from AAZ, the task team engaged the mining company to reinstate the project. 

The conservation farming project was reinstated one year after engagement. 

Education challenges: Musele is faced with poor education facilities resulting in failure for 

the area to produce skilled labour. Manpower for the company has been drawn from outside 

the country and other parts of the country. Musele taskforce engaged the company and 

advocated for sponsorships for the youths to trade institutes and secondary schools. 

The mining company through a sponsorship programme supported two intakes to trade 

institutes and secondary schools in merit basis. 

Some of the recommendations in the said status report are as follows: 
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Policy backing – mining companies should be held accountable using existing policies and 

simplified policies should be shared with the communities. 

Lessons sharing – expose communities to exchange visits for purposes of learning from one 

another. The communities face similar challenges but are at different levels in the advocacy 

cycle. It is important that those at an advanced level interact with those at a lower level for 

purposes of learning and peer to peer mentoring. Communities should have clear documented 

plans for their advocacy/lobbying activities. 

Goal setting – Fulfillment of promises by the mining companies should be given time frames 

after which interventions should be revised. 

Identify Advocacy/lobbying champions: Communities need to identify their advocacy 

champions to lead their advocacy campaigns. 

Triangulation of techniques: There is need to use multiple advocacy methods. If properly 

executed, one technique may be effective in reaching the desired goal but when not, a use of 

multiple techniques can produce the desired pressure and attention, for example, media 

breakfast, parliamentary committee presentations, social media, TV and Radio documentaries. 

Exposure visits: Challenge power holders to visit the affected areas to gain their support. 

Interview 

An interview held with the Project Manager revealed that in terms of sustainable development 

of the communities in the mining areas the laws in Zambia did to some extent provide for this, 

however there is a gap in terms of enforcement as the mining companies are not held 

accountable. 

5.0 Conclusion 

The internship provided an insight to the advocacy programmes that AAZ carries out. It has 

made quite a huge impact through its partners by empowering communities and making them 

aware of their rights in terms of the treatment that the mining companies render to them. 

However more needs to be done in terms of making the communities aware of the concept of 

sustainable development of their communities and that the same needs to be enforced through 

law by making the mining companies accountable through goal setting. 
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Pamela Malama Masase: Ministry of Mines and 

Minerals Development – Cadastre Department 
Introduction 

The internship lasted a period of six weeks. I was attached to the Cadastre offices of the 

Ministry of Mines, under the supervision of the Chief Registrar. I was taken to the Cadastre 

department because I had an interest in understanding the process of the grant of mineral 

exploitation rights as this is the area of study for my thesis. 

Mining Cadastre Office is the central administrative office for processing applications for 

mining rights and mineral processing licences established pursuant to section eight of the Mines 

and Minerals Development Act, No. 11 of 2015.  

Section 8 of the Act provides that: 

(1) There shall be a Mining Cadastre Office which shall — (a) receive and process 

applications for mining rights and mineral processing licences; (b) administer mining 

rights and mineral processing licences; and (c) maintain public cadastral maps and 

cadastre registers.  

(2) The Ministry shall establish regional mining cadastre offices which shall receive 

applications for mining rights and forward the applications for processing by the 

Mining Cadastre Office. 

The first three weeks, I worked with registry staff while the last three weeks of my internship 

was in the licencing office. In between I took on some work from the Chief Registrar, which 

was largely giving legal opinions on some legal suit over disputes on mining areas between the 

licenced entities. 

Registry 

The registry is the entry point for all applications. There are different applications, for 

exploration, as well as for mining. There are also applications in the first instance and 

applications for renewals. There are also applications for transfers and well as applications for 

variations of tenements and also for surrender of licences. 

The types of licences also vary, they can be artisanal, small scale, or large scale; they can be 

exploration or mining licences. The type largely depends on the size of the area being applied 

for. 

Artisanal licences can be given to individuals but they have to be citizens or co-operatives. 
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Small scale mining licences are given to companies which are limited by shares and have to 

be, either citizen owned, citizen influenced or citizen empowered. 

The Zambia Development Agency Act provides that the minimum shareholding for Zambian 

citizens is 5%, therefore you can have a company which is citizen owned but with majority of 

shares are held by foreigners. 

Exploration Licences 

An exploration licence precedes the mining licence. If you get a small-scale exploration 

licence, you also have to get a small-scale mining licence over the same area. 

A small-scale exploration licence runs for four (4) years and is non-renewable 

The large-scale exploration licence runs for four (4) years and subject to renewal for a 

maximum period of ten (10) years. Section 24 of the Mines and Minerals Development Act 

provides for reduction in the area on renewal. 

There was previously no exploration licence for gemstones, however, under the current Act, 

No. 11 of 2015, one can obtain a licence for exploration in gemstones. *a purse of gemstones 

samples can make one a millionaire. 

The procedure for obtaining exploration licences is that the client identifies the area of 

exploration, then a survey is done. The client goes to the Ministry of lands to check if the 

identified area is available. The surveyors use geographical co-ordinates. Consultations have 

to be made with the owner of the surface rights, if any. 
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Peter Mhone: Ministry of Mines and Minerals 

Development 
 

Introduction 

The Master of Mineral Science in Sustainable Mineral Resources Management has a 

mandatory internship. The internship aims to provide opportunities for students to gain 

practical experience through “learning by doing” in the various facets of sustainable 

development. It further serves to consolidate the students’ interest and passion in sustainable 

development career as well as creating a network of contacts. The objectives of the internship 

are: 

i. To facilitate field based interdisciplinary learning for students through onsite research 

and practice of problem-solving approaches in the actual developmental projects of 

partner host organizations, 

ii. To provide opportunities for students to explore future employment opportunities and 

consider career options in the area of sustainable development, and 

iii. To form through collaboration between ESDA partner universities such as UNZA, in 

this case, and host organizations a university-based infrastructure for practical capacity 

building and actual job creation for poor communities especially the youth. 

Having learnt a number of aspects in the program as a postgraduate student, I chose to “go” to 

the Ministry of Mines and Minerals Development for the internship. Reporting being an 

important element of the ESDA Internship Program, I will endeavor to briefly give a feedback 

on the work/projects of the Ministry’s departments in which I have had an opportunity to 

interact and/or work with thus far. 

 

The Ministry of Mines and Minerals Development (MMMD) is the leading institution 

mandated 

with governance over the mining sector in Zambia. It implements the Mines and Minerals 

Development Act (2015), which empowers MMMD to oversee the issuing of mining rights 

(exploration and mining licences), import, export and mineral trading permits, as well as to 

verify the monthly production reports submitted by the mining companies. The Mines and 

Minerals Development Act number 11 of 2015 states the mining and non-mining rights which 

can be granted within the boundaries of the Republic of Zambia.  

The mining rights are: 

i. an exploration licence; and 

ii. a mining licence. 
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While the non-mining rights are: 

i. mineral processing licence; 

ii. mineral trading permit; 

iii. mineral import permit; 

iv. mineral export permit; and 

v. gold panning certificate. 

 

Different departments have specific mandates under the Act.  

 

Mines Development Department 

The department is responsible for all matters pertaining to issuance and administration of 

mining rights, gemstones sales certificates, import and export permits and monitoring of the 

mining operations to ensure that mine developments are in line with approved programmes of 

operations and in accordance with the Mines and Minerals Development Act number 11 of 

2015. The department is also responsible for collection, compilation and dissemination of 

mineral production statistics. 

Mineral Economics Unit 

During the time I was there, I came to understand how the issuance and administration of 

gemstones sales certificates, imports and export permits, collection and compilation of mineral 

production statistics are done. Additionally, I have learnt how the department interacts (shares 

information) with other relevant government institutions such as the Bank of Zambia, Zambia 

Revenue Authority, Central Statistical Office and the Ministry of Finance. 

The unit uses an online system called the mineral output statistical evaluation system (MOSES) 

to capture production data from mining ‘companies.’ It is a system which was recently 

(2015/16) introduced in Zambia. At the moment, it’s mainly targeted at the large scale mining 

firms and slowly being introduced to small sale miners. The ministry of Mines, Zambia 

Revenue Authority and the mining firms are the stakeholders who have access to the system. 

Briefly, here is how ‘MOSES’ works. 

How the ‘MOSES’ works 

A company or individual that needs to use this system will need to provide the MOSES 

Administrators with details of the personnel appointed to be using the system for the creation 

of appropriate user account. These details include full name, mobile and land line contact 
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numbers, postal address, email address, position held and the user roles that will be given to 

the individual i.e. capturer, reviewer or submitter. 

After a new user account is created by the administrator, then the user will be given the user 

name (usually a compound of the first letter of the first name combined with the full last name) 

and a ‘One Time Password’ (OTP). The User accesses the MOSES application by providing 

user name and password. After supplying the details, user clicks the check button to gain access 

to the application. 

 
Figure 1: MOSES login screen 

 

Upon entering the OTP the user will be asked to enter the OTP again and then enter a new 

password of their choice twice before proceeding. When this is done, the next screen would 

show the user interface as shown below.  

 

 

Figure 2: MOSES user interface 

Stakeholder institutions’ logos 
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When a user wants to report production, they go to the document Library and click on the 

‘Moses tab’ to expand it then right click on the licence tab under ‘Production Report’ and select 

‘Find’. Once the list of licenses is displayed, the user then selects the mining licence for which 

reporting is to be done. 

Monthly mineral production reporting starts with the ‘Capturer’. The Capturer logs into the 

system as explained above and from the ‘right click drop down menu’ selects ‘Generate Report’ 

and a new report template comes up as shown below; 

 
Figure 3: Mineral Production reporting template 

 

For a month when the company has not had any form of production or for licences that are not 

active, it is a legal requirement to submit a nil/zero report. A nil report can be submitted by 

simply clicking the ‘Generate nil/zero Report’ button directly and then flag the report 

accordingly. Once the report is generated, the user can then click capture and the report can 

then be reviewed and submitted by the other users respectively. 

Data entrant, the Capturer, captures/enters data in the report and clicks on the capture button. 

The capturer can store the report by clicking on the store button. Once stored the report 

automatically closes and can be retrieved by going to production, right clicking and selecting 

‘find stored’ and then doing a general search. Right click on the stored report of interest and 

select ‘Retrieve’. 
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Another officer reviews the report data to validate what was captured and flags it as reviewed. 

Then the final authority at the mine flags the report as submitted upon which it will be available 

for the Ministry’s approving authority to take the necessary action. 

The Officer at the Ministry acknowledges receipt of the report submitted from the mines by 

clicking the check sign named ‘Receive’. 

For the Reporting period, the user needs only to choose the start date which for purposes of the 

law is the first day of the month for any particular period. The end date which is the end of the 

month will automatically be updated. 

The capturer then enters the stage and moves on to the next tab. Only Leaching and 

Concentration has a second step of choosing the type and these include heap Leaching, 

Agitation Leaching, High Pressure Leaching, Gravity Concentrator, Mixed Concentrator, 

Sulphide and Oxide Concentrator. 

There is a drop down for the definition and then the legal product list and after which comes 

the quantity. On quantity the capturer enters the quantity and chooses the Unit of Measure 

which is dry metric tonnes and for purposes of the system is abbreviated DMT (Dry Metric 

Tonnes). 

Depending on the definition, if there was a definition with a partner then the capturer has to 

choose a partner which will either be a Mining Licence, Mineral Processing Permit or Mineral 

Trading Permit from a dropdown menu. 

Under the resource the capturer enters the metal, if one uses the chemical symbol like Cu for 

copper then caps lock must be on for the first letter for it to filter. 

The grade should be entered in percent for bulk elements and grams for precious metals. If the 

particular material being reported on has more than one metal contained then upon entering the 

details for metal 1 the capturer clicks the green check mark and a resource line is added below 

and the area for entering resource blanked out, the material, its LPL description and quantity 

still remain. This means that one can either move on to add the product or if there is another 

metal in this particular material then they go ahead and add the other metal (resource) and so 

on. 

After finishing on one product the capturer has to tick the green check mark to add the product 

line and this adds that product line. The capturer can then choose to go up and report other 

products under the same stage or choose a different stage if done on this stage. 
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When all the stages have been reported on, the capturer can then go up and capture it so that it 

moves to the next stage which is the review stage. Otherwise, the capturer can also ‘Store’ the 

report if there is need to add more to it at a later time. 

The reviewer can view the report and make any changes or leave the report as it is. If the 

reviewer clicks on review then the report moves to the submitter who also has an option to look 

at the figures, they can even save a PDF copy or make a print out to see what has been reported, 

they can make changes and if satisfied, submit the report. 

After submitting, the report is now in the hands of the Ministry and the mine is considered to 

have submitted the report exactly at the time of clicking the ‘Submit’ button. 

Field trips 

I had a privilege to go to Mkushi, Luano, Rufunsa, Katete (Chanida border) and Chipata 

(Mwami border post) with officials from the Mineral Economics Unit and Zambia Revenue 

Authority under the Mineral Value Chain Monitoring Project (MVCMP). The purpose of these 

field visits were to sensitize small scale miners and border post officials on the Mineral Output 

Statistical Evaluation System (MOSES). The aim of this software is to ensure compliance 

among the players in the mining sector. With the support of district commissioners and regional 

mining bureaus, we held meetings with small scale miners where a number of matters were 

addressed. Some of the aspects which were discussed pertained to how to obtain gemstones 

sales certificates, import and export permits, gold panning certificates and how to process 

monthly returns, among others. Below are some of the field moments: 
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  Figure 4: At the Luano District Commissioner's office, Mr Christopher Chibuye (4th from 

left) 

 

 
Figure 5: Sensitization meeting with small scale miners in Luano at the District Commissioner's 

office 

 

 
Figure 6: With Mwami border post officials in Chipata 
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Mining Unit 

I have been exposed to the practical aspects of monitoring of large and small-scale mining 

operations in all mining regions is done to ensure compliance with the provisions of the Mining 

legistrations. The unit has set up regional mining bureaus to help in the monitoring of mining 

and mineral production. The MOSES is one of the ‘tools’ the unit uses to carry out it’s mandate 

in addition to site visits. The unit works hand in hand with the mineral economics unit as they 

carry out their mandate.  

 

Mining Cadastre Department 

I had exposure to the department’s statutory function of issuing and administering of mining 

rights. I was taken through the process of application for exploration and mining licences, 

interacted with the officers responsible for the processing of the same and those who approve. 

The department uses an online system called the Zambia Mining Cadastre Portal (ZMCP) 

where all the mining and exploration licences are ‘displayed.’  

 
Figure 7: Zambia Mining Cadastre online Portal (http://portals.flexicadastre.com/zambia/) 

 

Conclusion 

It was enriching to see how we have migrated from using manual systems to Information and 

Communication Technologies (ICTs) in processing these licences. This has helped to speed up 

the processes and significantly reduced human errors. For example, through the ZMCP, anyone 

can check online and see which areas already have licence holders and those which are free. 

By so doing, the risk of applying for an area which is already taken has been reduced. The 

http://portals.flexicadastre.com/zambia/
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portal is updated basically on ‘daily’ basis. The MOSES is another very important and 

interesting tool the ministry is using to monitor the production, sale, export and import of 

minerals.   

As a Geologist and a Sustainable Mineral Resources scholar, I have been equipped with 

information which will be very useful in my career. Looking at what I have been exposed to 

during the internship and in my studies at the University of Zambia so far, I would be grateful 

and equal to the task if offered an opportunity to work either in academics (University of 

Zambia or the Copperbelt University) or with the Ministry of Mines.   
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Darius Muma: Zambia Environmental Management 

Agency 
INTRODUCTION 

Environmental challenges in Zambia are quite complex, contested, contextual and indeed 

serious. The government of Zambia has identified five priority environmental problems 

(MENR, 1994) which are:  

 water pollution and inadequate sanitation; 

  soil degradation; 

  air pollution in the Copperbelt towns; 

  wildlife depletion (fish and game) 

 deforestation  

The mining sector and manufacturing industries cause serious pollution, with mines the biggest 

polluters of the environment. This is especially true in areas such as the Copperbelt, Central 

and Lusaka provinces where mining and manufacturing are concentrated. The operations of 

these enterprises cause environmental degradation through pollution of the atmosphere, water 

and land. Consequently the mining sector and manufacturing industries have been identified as 

the most important pollutants of the atmosphere and water, and land degradation in Zambia 

(Chipungu & Kunda, 1994:51). 

There are a number of government projects and programmes aimed at addressing these 

environmental problems. The government of the Republic of Zambia (GRZ) have since 1985 

(MENR, 1997) taken a number of important steps to preserve the environment and ensure 

conservation of its biological resources. These milestone steps have included:- 

 the adoption of a National Conservation Strategy (NCS) in 1985;  

 the promulgation of the Environmental Protection and Pollution Control Act (EPPCA) 

in 1990;  

 the creation of the Ministry of the Environment and Natural Resources (MENR) in 

1991;  

 the establishment of the Environmental Council of Zambia (ECZ); in 1992 

 the formulation of a National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP) in 1995; and 

 the inception of the Zambia Forestry Action Programme (ZFAP) and the Wetlands 

Conservation Programme.  

 to provide backstopping for these steps, the country has recently adopted an 

Environmental Support Programme (ESP). 
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All the above strategies were formulated to respond to the dynamic environmental problems 

that Zambia has been experiencing in the last three decades. The National Conservation 

Strategy (NCS) of 1985 has been the main policy document on the environment. The NCS was 

developed to manage natural resources and the environment in the context of a centrally 

planned and controlled economy. According to Journal of Social Development in Africa 

(1996), the national Conservation Strategy for Zambia laid the groundwork for national 

legislation and administrative structures for dealing with environment-related issues. The 

passage of the Environmental Protection and Pollution Control Act (EPPCA) No. 12 of 1990 

by the Zambian parliament provided a single and comprehensive national legislative and 

administrative structure for environmental protection.  

According to Chipungu and Kunda (1994), the EPPCA No. 12 of 1990 made Zambia one of 

the few countries, in southern Africa, to have a comprehensive environmental law, and 

institutional structures responsible for the environment. The NEAP provides an overview of 

Zambia's environmental problems, existing legislation and institutions and strategy options for 

improving environmental quality. The plan is based on a review of relevant studies and reports, 

local knowledge at provincial level, and a process of consultation and discussion involving 

central and provincial governments. 

CHAPTER 2 

INTERNSHIP ACTIVITIES 

This section provides a brief account of some of the executive and field works which were 

conducted at the Zambia Environmental Management Agency in Ndola. The activities were 

done according to the respective operation sections described in table 1 below: 

Table 1: Summary of Activities 

WEEK  WEEK 

BEGINING 

SECTION SUPERVISOR ACTIVITY 

1 6th  to 10th 

August 2018 

Air and 

Noise 

Mr. Josphat 

Sichula 

1) Introduction to air and noise pollution regulations 

 

 Introduction to the SI No. 28 of 1997. The 

Environmental Protection and Pollution Control 

(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations, 

1997. 

 Introduction to the SI No. 112 of 2013. The 

Environmental Management Act (Act No. 12 of 

2011). 

 

2) Environmental monitoring and inspection ( Field work) 
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2 13th to 17th 

August 2018 

Water Mr. Cliff Ngwata  Introduction to water pollution regulations 

 Trend analysis and execution of various 

environmental returns  / reports from different 

companies 

 Analysis of bi-annual environmental monitoring 

reports submitted to ZEMA by various mining, 

chemical and other industries 

 

3 20th to 24th 

August 2018 

Environment

al Impact 

Assessment ( 

EIA) 

Mr. Moses 

Mutambala 

 Environmental monitoring and inspection ( Field 

work) 

 

4 27th to 31st 

August 2018 

Pesticides 

and Toxic 

Substance ( 

PTS) 

Mr. Maxwell 

Chibanga 

 Environmental monitoring and inspection ( Field 

work) 

5 3rd to 7th Sept. 

2018 

Waste Mr. Maxwell 

Chibanga 

 Environmental monitoring and inspection ( Field 

work) 

 

Introduction to air and noise pollution regulations 

During my first week of the internship, I was introduced to the principles of the Zambian air 

and noise pollution regulations which are contained in the Statutory Instrument (SI) No. 28 of 

1997. The Environmental Protection and Pollution Control (Environmental Impact 

Assessment) Regulations, 1997.  

This is an Act which provides for the protection of the environment and the control of pollution; 

establish the Environmental Council of Zambia (ECZ) and also prescribe the functions and 

powers of the Council. It also describes the composition of the council whose Chairman and 

the Vice-Chairman are be appointed by the Minister of Environment and Natural Resources. 

This Act is very detailed and extensive in scope and covers among other things the: functions 

and proceedings of the council, responsibility of the council, prohibition of water pollution, 

permission to discharge effluent into the sewage system, license to discharge effluent, 

application for license for new undertaking etc., likely to discharge effluent, emission and 

discharge guideline standards, disposal of waste, submission of environmental impact 

statement, public meetings and consultations etc. 

I also had a privilege of conducting an Environmental Monitoring and Inspection on various 

environmental incidences such as the cleaning up of chemical spillages on the high ways of 

Ndola and Mufulira including the Kitwe / Chingola highway. This was one of the real field 

work experience that taught me the fundamental principles of environmental inspection and 

monitoring. This was a very exciting experience especially that it also demonstrated the 
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practical way of integrating strategic stakeholder engagement practices in environmental 

issues. 

Introduction to water pollution regulations 

The second week was mainly devoted to the understanding and reviewing of water pollution 

regulations. During this time, I was tasked to review the quarterly and bi-annual reports from 

some public and private organisations based in the Copperbelt and North Western Provinces. 

The review mainly consisted of statistical trending and interpretation of various reports and 

report to the supervisor (Principal Inspector) for appropriate action. All the companies whose 

emission discharges were above the standard or statutory guidelines were advised to put up 

measures to combat pollution of the environment; and if they fail to comply, stringent actions 

were imposed on such companies as prescribed by the law. 

What I learnt from this section is that the Zambian laws are quite adequate to solve all forms 

of environmental challenges that are currently faced by the different communities in Zambia. 

However, the institution (ZEMA) mandated to enforce or execute these laws is not adequately 

funded and supported in terms of appropriate equipment, logistics and required manpower.  

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

EIA is a systematic investigation of conditions within the environment of the proposed 

development or project followed by an assessment of the impacts that the development or 

project will have on the environment in its totality i.e. physical, biological and socio economic 

aspects.  According to David Tyldesley (2005) the EIA is the report produced by, or on behalf 

of, and at the expense of developer or project promoter which must be submitted with the 

application for whatsoever form of consent or other uthorisation is required. It is the assessment 

of the environmental consequences of a plan, policy, program, or actual projects prior to the 

decision to move forward with the proposed action. It is therefore a very important tool in 

sustainable management of natural resources. 

Benefits of EIA 

The broad benefits of conducting an EIA include the following: 

It facilitates informed decision making by providing clear, well-structured analysis of the effect 

and consequences of proposed projects thereby integrating environmental considerations into 

project planning; 
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It ensures that potentially negative impacts are foreseen and discussed at an early stage in the 

project planning process thereby influencing both project selection and design by screening out 

environmentally unsound projects, as well as modifying feasible projects. 

It identifies and enhances the positive impacts of the proposed project; 

It assists in the selection of alternatives, including the selection of the best practicable and most 

environmentally friendly options. 

It ensures appropriate participation of the Interested and Affected Parties (IAPs) in the 

decision-making process; 

It guides formal approval, including the establishment of terms and conditions of project 

implementation and follow-up. 

Major players in the EIA process 

Primary stakeholders  

Primary stakeholders include, the Developer or Project Proponent, Sectorial Agencies or 

Planning Authorities, and ZEMA 

Secondary stakeholders 

Secondary stakeholders refer to the general public and all IAPs: The Public and IAPs are very 

important parties in the EIA process 

Various copies of EIA reports from different organizations were reviewed. Suffice to say most 

of the large scale development projects in Zambia have had their EIA reports done and 

submitted to ZEMA for consideration before commencement of the projects or work.   

Pesticides and Toxic Substance (PTS) regulations 

The interpretation and definition of terms relating to PTS as outlined in section 5 of Act no 12 

of 2011 was well expounded. The drafting and issuing of the Pesticide and toxic substance 

licence was also reviewed. Filed works to inspect and monitor compliance of this regulation 

were conducted mainly at the nearby commercial places were Pesticides and Toxic Substance 

are stored, distributed or sold to the public consumers. All the agro shops and chemical shops 

visited had valid PTS ZEMA licenses signifying compliance and adherence to the management 

of PTS.  

Introduction to waste management regulations and monitoring 
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Similarly, the interpretation and definition of terms relating to waste management as outlined 

in section 5 of Act no 12 of 2011 was well expounded. Besides, the typical appreciation of 

waste management regulations and monitoring can be best summarized into observations and 

findings of the two field environmental inspection and auditing which were done at Konkola 

copper Mines (KCM) Nchanga mine site and Indeni Petroleum Refinery in Ndola respectively. 

An inspection visit to KCM tailing leach plant and its tailings and effluent disposal dams 

revealed a number of interesting environmental mine waste management challenges. Although, 

some efforts have been done to mitigate the environmental effects of mining activities at KCM, 

there is still a lot of work required restore and preserve the damaged environment to a level 

which can sustain the ecosystems. There is need for sustainable and responsible mining 

practices in this area. ZEMA with its limited capacity has been trying to ensure total compliance 

to environmental regulations and best practices. 

Likewise, management of organic / hazardous waste (mainly oils) from Indeni Petroleum 

Refinery was generally found to be barely satisfactory despite some pollution containment 

measures in place. There is need to review the pollution control measures which are able to 

respond to the current operation challenges in the oils and petroleum refineries. Although the 

effluent discharge and emission licenses have been duly issued by ZEMA to both KCM and 

Indeni, there is a lot more to do with the thorough scrutiny of the effluent emission discharge 

reports and physical environmental inspection and audits. This I think remains a big task to the 

financially challenged and understaffed institution like ZEMA.  

The government of the Republic of Zambia (GRZ) is committed to environment protection in 

view of sustainable development. The information in Table 2 below gives a brief summary of 

Zambia’s key pieces of Environmental Legislation and Regulations.  

 

Table 2:  Zambia’s Key Pieces of Environmental Legislation and Regulations 

Year Environmental Component Target /Objective 

1970 *Natural Resources Act/Nature Conservation. 

1971 *Game Parks and Birds Act/Wildlife Conservation. 

1974 National Fisheries Act/ Protection 

1978 *Public Health Act/ Waste Management & Environment  

1982 Ratified the 1972 World Culture and Heritage/Eco-tourism Statutes of International Union for 

the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN). 

1985 Petroleum Exploration & Production Act/Pollution Control National Conservation 

Strategy/Sustainable use of resources 

1986 *Local Administration Act (Trade Effluents)/ Pollution Control.  

1987 Zambezi River Authority Act/ Water Resources Management. 

1988 National Heritage Act/Conservation Tourism. 
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1990 *Enacted Environmental Protection and Pollution Control Act/Integrated Pollution Control 

and leads to the establishment of Environmental Council of Zambia in 1992. *Forestry Act 

(Amended in 1999) and currently under review Ratified Montreal Protocol and Vienna 

Convention 

1991 *Zambia Wildlife Act (Amended 1998).  

1993 Ratified Ramsar and Bonn Convention; and the Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora 

(CITES) Convention on Biodiversity. **Water Pollution Control Regulations (Effluent and 

Waste SI No. 72).  

1994 Ratified Basel Convention/Trans boundary hazardous waste; and Pesticides and toxic 

substances Regulations (SI No. 20)/Agriculture and Environment. 

1995 Town and Country Planning Act 1995 (approval and revocation of development plans). The 

Energy Regulations Act (Cap 436; SI No. 16 of 1995)/Energy and Environment.  

1996 **Air Pollution Control (Licensing and Emissions Standards) Regulations (SI No. 141). 

Ratified UN Framework Combating Desertification. 

1997 Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations (SI. 28). 

2000 **Hazardous Waste Management Regulations (SI No. 125). 

2001 **Ozone Depleting Substances Regulations (SI No. 27) 

2003 *Water Act: applies to water rights, impounds for irrigation. 

2006 Ratified Kyoto Protocol-UNFCCC. 

2008 Launched the first Environmental Policy 

2011 2011 Environmental Management Act No.12/ Repeals Environmental Protection and 

Pollution Act of 1990. More and stiffer penalties to violators. Water Resources Management 

Act/Repeals Water Act of 2003.  

2013 2013 Environmental Management (Licensing Regulations) SI. No. 112/ Repeals all 

Regulations except for regulations 1997, SI No 28. To make stringent all environmental 

regulations.  

 

*Repealed Acts or regulations. ** Repealed specifically by Environmental Management 

(Licensing Regulations) SI. No. 112 of 2013 

Source: International Journal of Environmental Protection and Policy 2015; 4(3): 79-87 

CHAPTER 3 

ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP AND SUSTAINABILITY 

Environmental Stewardship is a responsibility shared by all those whose actions affect the 

environment. It is a concept which refers to the wise use, management and protection of the 

environment that has been entrusted to an owner/user through conservation and sustainable 

practices. Stewardship is about caring for what we value (Berry, 2006; Palmer, 2006). 

Environmental stewardship can be defined as “the responsible use (including conservation) of 

natural resources in a way that takes full and balanced account of the interests of society, future 

generations, and other species, as well as of private needs, and accepts significant answerability 

to society” (Worrell & Appleby, 2000, p. 263).Our natural and physical environments are a 

valuable resource that must be sustainably managed for the benefit of both the current and 

future generations.  
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Sustainability simply about caring for our future generation and considering the better world 

that we will leave behind for them.  It is a complex and multifaceted concept that requires a 

broader approach to achieve. In the charter for the University of California, Los Angeles 

(UCLA) Sustainability Committee, sustainability is defined as: “the physical development and 

institutional operating practices that meet the needs of present users without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their own needs, particularly with regard to use and waste 

of natural resource. Sustainable practices support ecological, human, and economic health 

and vitality. Sustainability presumes that resources are finite, and should be 

used conservatively and wisely with a view to long-term priorities and consequences of 

the ways in which resources are used.” (UCLA, 2016). 

In September 2015, the General Assembly adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development that includes 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to transform our world. 

This Agenda emphasizes a holistic approach to achieving sustainable development for all. The 

following 7 SDGs emphasizes the environmental stewardship concept as they clearly outline 

the need for the wise use, management and protection of the environmental degradation and 

climate change: 

Goal 6: Clean Water and Sanitation - Ensure availability and sustainable management of water 

and sanitation for all. 

Goal 7: Affordable and Clean Energy - Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and 

modern energy for all. 

Goal 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities - Make cities and human settlements inclusive, 

safe, resilient and sustainable. 

Goal 13: Climate Action - Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts. 

Goal 14: Life Below Water - Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine 

resources for sustainable development. 

Goal 15: Life on Land - Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, 

sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and 

halt biodiversity loss. 

Goal 17: Partnerships to achieve the Goal - Strengthen the means of implementation and 

revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development. 
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Zambia being a signatory to a number of international environmental conventions and treaties 

such as the ones below signifies the rights step in strengthening the means of implementation 

and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development: 

 Convention on Biological diversity (CBD), 

 Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer  

 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, 1982  

 Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer, 1985  

 Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species – CITES 

 Southern Africa Development Community (SADC) 

 The Ramsar Convention on Wetlands 

 The United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification – UNCCD 

 The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change – UNFCC 

CHAPTER 4  

CONCLUSION  

My internship study objectives at ZEMA were successfully accomplished. I gained the required 

practical familiarization on the application of various Environmental management tools / 

strategies such as State of the Environment (SoE), National Environmental Action Plan 

(NEAP), Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and Strategic Environmental Assessment 

(SEA). I also good understanding of the practical aspect of the Environmental Protection and 

Pollution Control legislation including the regulations concerning the conservation of 

biodiversity and natural ecosystems.  

The field inspections and audits conducted during the internship period gave me the correct 

insight into the management of national protected areas such as forests and wetlands, historical 

monument sites including the general natural and physical environment. Besides, my 

communication and public presentation skills were sharpened through a number of public 

meetings that I participated in as a form of disseminating information to the public on 

environmental protection and pollution control. 

CHAPTER 5 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following are my recommendations: 
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In order to have an effective enforcement and execution of environmental laws and regulations 

in Zambia there is need to adequately support the Zambia Environmental Management Agency 

(ZEMA) in terms of sufficient funding and provision of appropriate equipment, logistics and 

required manpower. 

 Educational and training collaborations between Institutions of higher learning such as 

universities and colleges and any other institutions like ZEMA should consider a minimum of 

three months internship period to allow for more in-depth study that can even allow for students 

to innovative projects that can add value to both parties. 
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Mirirai Bob Mungazi: Zambia Environmental 

Management Agency (Lusaka Office). 
 

1.0 Introduction to EIA unit 
 

All projects require the consideration of section 3 (1) of the Environmental Impact Assessment 

(EIA) Regulations Statutory Instrument No 28 of 1997. The Statutory Instrument states that, 

“a developer shall not implement a project for which a project brief or environmental impact 

statement is required under these Regulations, unless the project brief or the environmental 

impact statement has been concluded in accordance with these regulations and the 

Environmental Council of Zambia (ECZ) has issued a decision letter’’. This considered, a 

number of policies, standards and regulations are consulted in the formulation of EIA or EPB. 

Note that the Environmental Council of Zambia is now referred to as ZEMA. The EIA is a 

report generated by, or on behalf of and at the expense of the developer or project promoter 

which must be submitted with the application for whatsoever form of consent or other 

authorisation required, (Tyldesley, 2005). It basically covers all identified or expected 

environmental consequences of a planned project or actual project prior to making a decision 

to implement. This means that the EIA is very critical tool in achieving sustainable projects as 

well as in managing the environment. 

 
 

1.1 EIA activities 
 

During my internship, I was given an opportunity to join the ZEMA team which was reviewing 

TORs, Scoping and EIA documents for various projects awaiting decision letters. My first few 

days were to go through the formats of required documents and upon understanding the various 

document standards, I came to appreciate the main assignment we undertook in our first year of 

study which required us to write an EPB. The TOR for an EIA are developed from the scoping 

study and are required to be submitted together with the scoping report to ZEMA for approval. The 

guidelines for undertaking an EIA should be clearly outlined in the TORs. 

 
 

1.2 Format of the Scoping report 
 

The scoping results should include but not limited to the following; 
 

 Introduction stating the purpose of the scoping report, describing the project and 

identifying the developer. EIA regulations being adopted should be cited as well as the 

procedures to be followed when preparing the EIA report.


 Project background detailing the history; parties involved; justification of the project; 

area description; relevant policy, legislative and planning framework; 
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identifiedassociated projects in the region; project products, by-products and processes 

at both implementation and operation phases; resources required and any options 

considered.

 Existing environmental conditions should be stated for the project area and its 

surrounding, clearly stating whether the current environmental condition is in its natural 

state or it has suffered degradation.

 Proposed project activities should be clearly disclosed covering the entire life.

 A clear identification of environmental impacts should be conducted and should 

highlight distinction between the significant positive and negative, direct and indirect 

impacts, and immediate and long-term impacts as well as indicating the unavoidable 

and/or irreversible impacts.

 An analysis of the project alternatives should be conducted.

 Public participation and consultation should be done and highlight how the affected 

community will be involved in the project formulation either through public meetings, 

questionnaires and direct interviews depending on the interest group identified at initial 

environmental impact assessment.

 An evaluation of the social aspect must be conducted indicating the economics of the 

project and establish its viability in terms of the expected environmental concerns and 

measures.

 Information gap analysis must be highlighted, indicating the evaluation how it will give 

optimum results.

 Proposed mitigation measures which are feasible and cost effective to prevent or reduce 

significant negative impacts to acceptable levels.

 Conclusion and recommendations.

 Other relevant documentation should be attached and this includes but not limited to 

maps, photographs, tables, charts, graphs, signed minutes and attendance lists.

 

 

1.3 Format of the Terms of Reference 
 

The terms of reference focuses on key issues of concern identified during the scoping 

exercise and should include but not limited to the following; 
 

 Introduction stating on whose behalf the TORs are being prepared; the purpose and 

objectives of the TORs; what document seeks to be identified, what nature, scope and extent 

of information that will be collected and assessed when conducting an EIA for the project as 

well as stating the study area.

 Project background giving a detailed overview of the company corporate profile, name 

of the legal entity that will develop, manage and operate the project as well as hold the 

operation approvals.
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 Regulatory framework and corporate requirements summarizing applicable guidelines, 

procedural aspects, acts, rules, regulations and policies to be followed in the preparation 

of the EIA report for the proposed project. These should include national and 

international regulations and guidelines as well as the corporate standards and 

guidelines.

 Project description outlining the full extents using appropriate maps including general 

layout, size of the area to be covered as well as the key project components such as 

designs, volume and grade of resource, production rate and infrastructure to be installed.

 EIA scope of work outlining the spatial extent of boundaries of the study and adjacent 

areas which should be considered with respect to the project as well as description of 

how the EIW will be undertaken and the tasks to be performed.

 EIA methodology describing how baseline data will be gathered and explaining how 

they will be used; methodologies to be used for data collection should be briefly 

described as well as the study goals be clearly defined and, where possible, propose 

predictive, quantitative models and standards that will be used to avoid vague and 

subjective predictions.

 EIA schedule that will be followed.

 EIS reporting and outputs highlighting the structure that will be presented.

 Specialist studies to be conducted considering the impacts and issues, for inclusion, as 

appropriate, in the preparation of the terms of reference. These should cover ecological 

consideration including biological diversity and sustainable usage; social economic and 

cultural considerations; Landscape; Land use; Water and Air quality.

 Proposed EIA team should be indicated and should be registered specialists including 

their CVs which are signed off by individual members.

 Declaration of authenticity of the report contents.

 Other relevant documentation such as maps, photographs, tables, charts, graphs, signed list 

of meeting attendees, meeting minutes, company permits and certificates, CVs of each EIA 

team member and any other questionnaires to be used in preparing the report.

 
 

 

1.4 Format of the Environmental Impact Statement 
 

The EIS should have a brief summary describing the project background, objectives, location, 

shareholders, investment cost, project description, technology, project alternatives, potential 

impacts, mitigation for negative impacts and enhancement measures for positive impacts as 

well as the project life. This report needs to be signed off by the developer and the study team. 

The major contents of the EIS include; 
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 Introduction which covers the background of the project; summary description of 

the project including the project rationale; objectives of the project; description of the 

location; particulars of the shareholders and directors; the developer’s physical address and 

the contact person; track record and previous experience of the enterprise elsewhere; total 

project cost or investment value and the proposed implementation date.


 Policy, Institutional and Organizational frameworks must be highlighted. These 

can be split into Policy and Institutional Framework; Organizational Framework and 

International Agreements and Conventions.


 Project description which highlights the location, the nature of the project and 

the main activities.


 Project alternatives. This covers the list of identified alternatives for the project 

as well as the analysis of the identified alternatives and highlighting why the preferred 

alternative is chosen while others are rejected.


 Environmental baseline study which basically describes the site and the 

surrounding environment especially those aspects that are relevant to the project 

including evaluation of the sensitiveness of the environment. The baseline data includes 

but not limited to climate (rainfall, temperature, humidity, sunshine); air quality; 

geology; hydrology; hydrogeology; topography; soils; land use; built environment; 

noise and vibration; fauna (terrestrial species, aquatic species and identifying rare or 

endangered species- all should include common names and scientific names); avifauna 

(field survey of bird species as well as identification of rare and endangered bird 

species- all should include common names and scientific names); Flora, archeological 

and cultural environment; and the social-economic set up (population, growth rate, 

population density and distribution, administration, social services and amenities, 

market availability on various commodities, literacy levels, health and gender equity, 

traditional and religious practices and rites as well as assessing vulnerability and or the 

need for resettlement and compensation).

 

 

Impacts should be highlighted indicating whether positive or negative, indirect or direct and 

reversible or irreversible. The impacts can be grouped into Biophysical Environment, Socio-

economic and cultural. The evaluation of significance of the impacts should combine the 

frequency of occurrence, the duration, the severity, the spatial extent and the sensitivity of the 

element being impacted.


 Environmental and social management plan should be well outlined. This 

highlights the management commitments for mitigating the negative environmental 

impacts identified and also measures for enhancing the positive impacts. The 
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environment and social monitoring plan need to be indicated including the 

environmental cost estimates, responsible personnel and the frequency of monitoring.


 Decommissioning and rehabilitation plan should be well outlined stating 

environmental management commitments associated with the closure phase for the 

project and associated costs.


 Bibliography indicating full references of the main documents cited in the 

report should be given.


 Declaration of authenticity of the report contents.


 Appendices which include but not limited to letter of approval of TORs; 

Approved TORs with respective attachments; maps and satellite images; tables, charts, 

graphs, models, photographs; proof of public consultation (minutes and adverts); 

specialized study reports; raw data for the studies of baseline information gathered; any 

relevant legal documents (title deeds or lease agreements, certificate of incorporation, 

agreements, asset valuation reports, approval documents, investment license); 

bibliography and any other relevant supporting documents.

 
 

2.0 Introduction to Water unit 
 

Water quality refers to the physical, chemical and biological characteristics of water, and it is 

a measure of the condition of water relative to any human need or purpose. According to the 

Environmental Management Act, 2011 (as may be cited), “aquatic environment” means all 

surface and ground waters, but not including water in installations and facilities for industrial 

effluent, sewage collection and treatment. Subject to the constitution of Zambia, every person 

has the right to clean, safe and healthy environment. This includes the right to clean water. 

Therefore, there is need to safeguard the aquatic environment. The agency may issue an 

emission license to a person to emit or discharge a pollutant or contaminant into the 

environment in such manner and under such conditions as may be prescribed. 

 
 

2.1 Water unit activities 
 

During the days I was under the water unit, I was given an opportunity of joining the ZEMA 

team which under took a field inspection following a complaint that there was suspected mining 

activities encroaching someone’s Farm along Mumbwa road. I took time to look at some of the 

regulations safeguarding water. The agency works with other regulatory agencies such as the 

Water Resource Management Authority, Mines and Safety Department (MSD) and the 

Ministry of Mines in relation to the license to pollute. The industries which have impacts on 

water make statutory returns based on a six months’ period (bi-annual returns) to allow 

operations in a sustainable manner. Where the risk is high or rather problematic, the returns are 
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submitted on a monthly basis. The inspectors have powers to close operations but on with 

proper justified reasons and can also prosecute and take to courts those found to have not 

followed the regulations. Looking at the number of operations in Zambia which may be 

impacting water, I doubt if the agency is capable of covering the entire country. There is need 

for the agency to be well funded and also recruit manpower to have a wider coverage to mitigate 

the water pollution. 

 
 

2.2 Bi-annual returns review 
 

During my internship, I was given to review the returns submitted by Fairy bottling Zambia ltd. 

Most of the results on physical and chemical tests were below the ZEMA limits. There were only 

the total Coliform results which indicated to have been above the ZEMA limit of less or equal to 

2,500 cells with the highest recorded in April week 1 and week 4 at 4,200 cells. 

 
 

2.3 Field inspection 
 

During the internship period, I was accorded an opportunity to join the ZEMA team which 

went for an inspection following a complaint by a farmer that there were some mining activities 

being done by Fandu Resources Investments Limited which encroached the farm area. The 

take offs from the investigation are as in the separate attached report which I submitted to 

ZEMA principle inspector Mr. Simwanza. Some of the summary details and photos taken are 

highlighted below; 

 
 
 

 

Observations during the visit: 
 

 The interpreter was not cooperative and actually made the first few minutes 

difficult to move on with the work.


 Upon verification, there were more than 15 trenches excavated.


 Trenches were ranging from 2m to 6m deep.


 No clear authorization for activities being conducted.


 Workers not in full required Personal Protective Equipment.


 High levels of noise from the drilling and other machines- no ear plugs used.


 See below some of the photos taken from the site;
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Figure 1. Kasalu School- Junction to site  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2. Drilling in progress 
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Figure 3. Drill Core Sample trays on site  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4. Disturbed ground- access to trenched areas 
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Figure 5. Series of trenches and Drill site in background 

 

Recommendations; 
 

 Follow up with Mr. Zhang from the Lusaka office on details of the partnership 

between Luiri Gold Mines Limited and Fandu Resources Investment Limited.


 Request for any authorizations from Mr. Zhang on the current activities in 

Chibolela village.


 Verify the connection between White Lion Large scale mining License number 

14948-HQ-LML stated in the communication from the Director of Mines under Mines 

Development Department and the License which was availed on site.


 Check if there are any decision letters from ZEMA to Fandu Resources 

Investments Limited and or any other assumed partners for the concerned area.
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3.0 Achievements and Conclusion 
 

For the three weeks I was attached at ZEMA, I learned a lot of things and surely appreciate the 

collaboration between the two institutions. I would like to state that it is really important for 

students to undertake internships with industries or organizations which are dealing with issues 

related to the research topic as it helps with ideas on how to progress. I now understand the 

steps and requirements for a sound EIA. The field inspection also helped me understand the 

extent to which our environment is being degraded and without the agency like ZEMA, our 

country could lose so much in terms of revenue as well as the possibility of achieving the 

SDGs. One thing noted is that, for every project, there is a potential negative impact on the 

environment and such needs to be addressed hence making sure all the steps are considered to 

safeguard the environment. ZEMA takes this mantle in guiding potential investors on how to 

proceed with new projects. This makes the agency a vital pillar in rendering sustainable growth 

in Zambia provided regulations are followed. 
 
For an effective performance of the agency, there is need for adequate funding so that there can 

be more human resource to follow up issues on the environment in Zambia. There is a lot of 

activities in Zambia which are conducted without following the environmental laws and 

regulations. These can only be enforced by ZEMA and currently, it seems the agency is having 

challenges with manpower. 
 
The universities and colleges need to collaborate with government institutions to make sure the 

students can be attached for a mutual benefit, thus, students getting experience and sharpening 

skills while the institutions can make use of the manpower to close up some gaps in their work. 
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Charlotte Nganga: ActionAid Zambia 
 

I was assigned to do my internship at ActionAid Zambia in Lusaka from 1st March to 9th April, 

2019. ActionAid Zambia is part of ActionAid global which shares the same common values 

and aims to drive social change towards equitable and suitable in the world. Therefore, it is 

there to build active agencies of the people living in poverty, address the structure caused by 

social injustice, gender inequality and the most targeted groups are women, youths and 

children.  

ActionAid Globally fight for  democracy and innovation that had been improved in many lives 

and some are out of poverty which has been translate into improved public service that ensure 

sustainable green environment and more of resilient live hood especially for women and young 

people. Moreover, women have been faced injustice on gender inequality and conviction that 

poverty violates human rights that happen because of unequal power relation and as the results 

of failure in good governance in world. 

 ActionAid Zambia   was established in 1996 in Zambia, it mission is to achieve social justice, 

gender equality and poverty eradiation by working with people in the communities, 

organisation activist social movements and supporters. It vision is the equitable and sustainable 

in Zambia which every person enjoys the right to a life of dignity. 

 It core values- are mutual respect, equity and justice, integrity, solidarity with people living in 

poverty and exclusion courage of conviction, independence and humility. Therefore,  it overall 

goals is to work towards achieving social justices, gender equality and power reduction by 

shifting and redistributing power of resources, strengthening the resilience of communities and 

it movements, fulfilling the right of people living in poverty and exclusion especially women 

and young people. 

AAZ operates in all 10 provinces of Zambia but physical operates in five namely Western, 

Copper belt, Muchinga, Eastern and Lusaka provinces. It organisational structure has six (6) 

departments namely Human Resource Developments, Partnership Development and 

Networking, Organization Monitory ,Evaluating and Learning, Corporate Governance and 

Board Managements, Resource Development and Finances sustainability and information  

communication technology. 

Therefore, it Promoting Women and Young people to access and control over productive 

resource and ensuring benefiting from natural resource are equitably shared to create equal 

opportunity. In addition, it support conscientize that build knowledge and skills of collective 
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agency of people to spearhead evidence based on lobby and advocacy to shift power in the 

favour of the people, also it build up the local initiative and capabilities to ensure sustainability. 

Furthermore, it strengthening to reach out the communities at all level in an effective manner 

to ensure that the right strategies are employed to bring above change and to address the 

problems faced by marginalised people in pursuit of economic empowerment also civil 

participation in key decision making process and people are put at the centre of driving 

transformative change towards shifting  power in the favour of poor. 

 ActionAid Zambia in the copper belt have partners with Catholic Diocese of Ndola and 

Forever Green and Justice Organisation.   Catholic Diocese of Ndola together with ActionAid 

Zambia, helps people in the mining communities to have clean safe water and health 

environment,it duties is to protect the environment principle governing environment and 

pollution control. Also, to advocate for improvement on corporate conduct of the mining 

company and other extractive industries where it promote human dignity, the integrity of 

creating through awareness and advocacy on human right and responsibility for all.  The major 

one is Chingola district in the copper belt and operating areas are three communities  

namely Shimulala, Tsopano and Chabanyama. Shimulala community where water was 

contaminated with waste water from Konkola Copper Mine, it believed that the mining 

company discharge the waste water from mine into the main river where the community depend 

on for their daily activities such as drinking, washing and cooking. Whereas Tsopano and 

Chabanyama communities are fighting for relocation which has taken long to be considered, 

their houses are too close to the mining  activities which causes dust, air, noise pollutions and 

cracking houses which are in bad shape due to drilling by the mining company. 

Forever Green and Justice Organisation was established in 2008 where their focus on 

environment and tax justice, para-legal, human right, natural resource, governance issues, 

transparent, integrity, community participation and accountabilities. It based in Mufulira 

district in copper belt province and Its operating areas are Butondo, Kantashi, Mutundo, Zimba 

and Kankoyo communities but the major one is Kankoyo community where are fighting for 

relocation from mining area because of acid from the mining company which affect their health, 

their roof houses are damaged , where the ecosystem services  cannot be supported by the 

environment , the can’t grow anything for their life hood meanwhile the government want put 

greenhouses there not to relocation the people. 

In addition, FGG and AAZ, focus on promoting natural resources accountability,  

environmental justice, it promote revenue  monitoring in mining and to mobilize communities 

on building capacity to engage relevant authority in  natural resource governance. Further, it 
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share information about policy and investment that impact their life hood and also, it joint the 

advocate stimulating dialogue between stakeholders and the community in order to promote 

sustainable local alternative. 

My work experience from ActionAid Zambia was very educative because I learnt a lot of things 

which I did not know. AAZ, in generally it doing a lot work in the communities where they 

need the support from all women and young people  by partners with them so that it make a 

different by voicing out and advocating in order to achieve social justice, gender equality and 

poverty eradiation by working with people in the communities, activist social movements and 

supporters. AAZ it has taken a burden upon themselves to  train the communities on how they 

can voicing out on the issues which are affecting their life hood, human rights, good health 

environment, right to safe clean water , good governance, transparent, accountability  and to be 

part of dialogue with stakeholder on making decision process on issues concern them. 
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Ngwira Yobe Raban: Ministry of Mines and 

Minerals Development 
 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Ministry of Mines has four technical departments and these departments are Mines and 

Development Department, Geological Survey Department, Mines Safety Department and 

Mining Cadastre Department. Each department at the Ministry has a specific role to play. The 

Mines and Development Department (MDD) main objectives include the promotion of mineral 

resources development and coordination and implementation of plans. The department further 

ensures the implementation of all mining activities in line with the Mining Act. The department 

also performs the following functions: 

 

(i) Job-regulation of the mining industry so the Zambian people benefit through loyalties 

and taxes 

(ii) helps small scale operations to develop by giving technical knowledge 

(iii)regulation of operations for small scale and large scale mining operations 

(iv) ensue they are retaining and there is benefit 

(v) overseer the minerals and follow up on what the mining firms are doing in line with the 

agreements 

(vi) Promoting staff development, research and development of the mining sector 

 

There are apparently two sections in the Mines and Development Department under the 

Ministry of Mines. These two sections are also divided into different sectional units. The 

department has the mines development and operational section. 

 

Mines Development section: 

 

This section is made up of the Projects Appraisal, Regional Mining Bureau and Survey which 

are sectional units. 

 

 The project Appraisal unit is the unit responsible for evaluating mining projects in order 

to determine their viability and ensure that they are being developed in accordance with 

the approved programs of operations. This unit is also responsible for appraising and 

monitoring of mining and mineral processing projects to ensure that the projects 

progress to the production stage. 
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 The Regional Mining sectional unit is mainly responsible for the coordination and 

provisioning of all field related works. The offices are in Mkushi and Mansa for the 

North-Eastern Mining Region; Kitwe and Solwezi for the North-Western Mining 

region; Chipata for South-Eastern Mining Region; Choma for the South-Western 

Mining Region. 

 

· The survey The section is responsible for: 

- Demarcation and survey of mining rights areas; 

- Erection of beacons and issuance of Pegging Certificates; 

- Mine pit surveys; and 

- Maintaining and updating survey records on all mining rights areas 

 

2.0 THE MINING CADASTRE UNIT 

Responsible for administration of mining, exploration and mineral rights. The licencing unit 

was established under section 6 of the Mines and Mineral Development Act of 2015. The 

functions include: 

 Consideration of applications for mining rights and non-mining rights 

and grants, renew or refuse to grant mining and non-mining rights 

 Termination, suspend or cancel mining and non-mining rights 

 Amend the terms and conditions of mining and non-mining rights 

 Advice the minister on matters relating to its functions under the Act 

 

The licencing committee is composed of Director of Mines, Director of Mines and safety, 

Director of Geological Survey Department and Director of Mining Cadastre who is also 

Secretary. 

 

Mining Rights Licensing include: 

· Exploration licence 

· Mining licence 

· Mineral processing or (non-mining licence) 

 

Registers used at Mining Cadastre: 
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6. A Priority Register-countersigned by applicants or applicant authorised 

representative-should have a time stamp on the application form and areas that have 

been applied for (FIRST IN FIRST OUT-FIFO) from the time recorded. 

7. A General register is used to record non-priority 

applications -Includes renewals and transfers  

 

Reasons for rejecting applicant: 

 

 Defaulting on any licence under the act 

 Non-payment of area charges 

 Failure to submit mineral production returns 

 If the area exceeds the prescribed limit 

 If the area applied for is not free 

 

Cadastre Grid Compliant Shapes 

-Only geological coordinates presented as latitudes 

-coordinate value must be divisible by 6 

 

Online mining CADASTRE Transaction portal: 

Used to secure an area for a client- the form has to be filled up for everything related to the 

licenses. Registration is done through: Zambia Mining Cadastre Portal -the map portal – open 

to the public for those who know how to use it. The coordinates should conform to the flexy 

cadastre system, flexy cadastre system and the Trimblelandfolio system. 

 

Before any licence is approved by the Mining Cadastre, the applicant’s EIA or EPB has to be 

approved by ZEMA and their area must have been surveyed. 

 

3.0 GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DEPARTMENT 

Some geological Survey are better resourced in terms of mapping at different scales. The scale 

chosen determines what kind of geological survey to be done. 

 

There have always been geological surveys that have been done in most parts of Zambia every 

year. However, most of the works that relate to geological surveys have been stopped as there 

is no funding and that the funding program is longer in the yellow book. Most of the mapping 

is done by the cooperating partners. For example, the department is supposed to be doing 
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geochemical mapping- to determine different mineral resource contents, however, due to lack 

of finances the geochemical mapping has not been possible. Some functions of the geological 

Survey department are: 

 

 To do geological surveys on behalf of government or prospect for government 

 To provide information on mineral deposits in Zambia 

 To administer licences such as prospecting and mineral processing licences. 

 To conduct laboratory tests on samples brought in by prospecting partners 

 To administer geological and mining and mineral processing permits 

 

The department is also responsible for hydro-carbon exploration, oil and gas explorations. 

Though currently, oil and gas exploration has been left to private investors because of lack of 

funding. Equally important the department monitors the activities for geochemical and mineral 

explorations that are done by prospecting partners. The Geological survey department further 

makes geological maps which have information of the possible minerals and the contents found 

in the rocks around that area. Geological maps are used to show: 

 

 mineral distribution and content 

 the location of the minerals 

 

Airborne geological survey has been done before, however such work was last done in the early 

1970s with assistance of UNDP, government has no funding to support such expensive surveys. 

 

4.0 ZMERIP DEPARTMENT 

Zambia Mining and Environment Remediation and Improvement Project (ZMERIP) is the 

department that a great task of renovating and rehabilitating several districts in the Copperbelt 

and central provinces of Zambia for the purpose of eliminating pollutants that are hazardous to 

the environment and the people of Zambia. Hence, this is going to be achieved through the 

engagement of various stakeholders and also through the gathering of important information 

that relate to remediation of the different hazards in these two provinces. 

 

Furthermore, ZMERIP has plans underway for strengthening the regulations that promote 

sustainability for the environment. This will be done through reduction of the negative impacts 

to the environment brought about by mining by enforcing the institutional frameworks to 

improve compliance of the Zambia mining sector with the environmental regulation. The 
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management of the environmental challenges that are currently in the Copperbelt and Central 

province would result in economic sustainability for the ecosystem at large and as well as 

human health. 

 

The ZMERIP Project will mainly focus on: 

· Remediation of all areas in the copperbelt and Kabwe that are contaminated with 

hazardous materials from mine activities 

· Capacity building-this will involve ZEMA, RPA and Mine Safety department to 

strengthen regulations that are in line with environmentally sustainable practice 

· Empowerment programmes such as ones for training people in the government 

departments that will be involved in this process of remediation 

· Implementation of the program in all government sectors that will be involved 

 

5.0 MINE SAFETY DEPARTMENT (MSD) 

The Mine Safety Department is the department in the Ministry of Mines that is in charge of the 

environmental safety and also the health safety of employees working in the mines in Zambia, 

that is, those in mineral processing, mining and exploration. The Mine Safety department is 

based in Kitwe though there some offices too in Lusaka and it is made up of four units which 

include the Machinery, Mining, Explosives and Environment and Research Units. 

 

Machinery Unit 

This is the unit or section that is responsible for monitoring mining companies by ensuring 

that they use machineries in accordance with the regulations of the Mines and Mineral Act, 

and that these equipments have all safety features necessary for the safety of the operators. 

 

Mining Unit 

This is the unit that is in charge of mining safety audits, it is also responsible for carrying out 

inspections in the mines in case there happen to be incidences or accidents that are fatal to 

human life. This section further carry’s out risk assessments in the mines and also helps miners 

to recognize and understand the importance of workplace hazards, identify common hazards 

and how to reduce the risk associated with them. 

 

Explosives Unit 

The Explosive unit mainly monitors the use of explosives in the mines, what kind of explosives 

are being used, how they are produced and the procedures that are in place on how to handle 

them and how they are subsequently used in the mines. The unit also does sensitizations on 
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how to use handheld explosives and how to manage them. The sensitization is done for both 

the small-scale and large mining firms. 

 

Environmental Unit 

The Environmental unit mainly focuses on the achievement of environmentally sustainable 

practices through the mining and exploration of minerals in a more environmentally friendly 

way. Hence, the unit aims at achieving explorations in of mineral resources in a more 

sustainable way. 

 

6.0 CONCLUSION 

The Ministry of Mines is well structured, having different departments and units/sections that 

operate interdependently. Each department as a specific role to play. For example, the Mine 

Safety Department ensures that there is continuous environmental protection measures and 

practices and furthermore focuses on pollution prevention and the health and safety of mine 

workers. However, the ministry lacks funding especially were field related work is concerned. 

In order for each department to perform effectively, there is need for funding from Government. 

 

7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

There is a great need to fund the Ministry of Mines in form of grants by Government, as this 

would facilitate sustainable economic growth and stability. This would enable the Ministry to 

monitor the activities of the artisanal and small scale mining in the country thereby enabling 

investments in innovation and development, which contributes to job opportunities and growth 

in the country. 
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Beverly Thole: Zambia Environmental Management 

Agency (ZEMA) Lusaka 
 

Aim: Experience and learn the role of ZEMA in sustainable mineral resource development 

Expectations 

1. To be competent with environmental management regulations in relation to mine waste 

management 

2. To be able to resolve conflict that arise as a result of resource use and development 

3. To understand the role of ZEMA in environmental management and project 

development 

4. To acquire hands on experience in a work environment in sustainable mineral 

beneficiations and resource use 

5. To know how ZEMA deals with noncompliance of the environmental law and 

regulations 

Outcomes 

I was attached as an inspector under waste water unit of the Zambia Environmental 

Management Agency. The following are the achievements during my placement; 

1. Followed up, investigated and resolved conflicts between communities and developers 

through interviews, site visits and strategic multi stakeholder engagement process 

(Figure 2) 

2. Reviewed environmental project briefs and inspected proposed project areas (Figure 

3,4 and 6) 

3. Analyzed, reported and presented the findings from field visits and inspections 

4. Conversant with the Environmental Management Act No.12 of 2011 and the 

Environmental Management (Licensing) Regulations, Statutory Instrument No.112 of 

2013; and was able to implement  the same in sustainable natural resources 

development and decision making 

5. Took part in the database update process of Zone 1 on licensing and regulations 

6. Represented ZEMA in stakeholders engagement (Figure 1) such as the Water and 

Sanitation night (WATSAN Night) held at intercontinental Hotel and reported 

accordingly  
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7. Reviewed, analyzed and responded accordingly to the bi-annual statutory returns that 

were submitted to the Zambia Environmental Management Agency by licensed 

companies and organizations (Figure 5) 

8. Attended a court hearing where a developer was non-compliant with waste 

management regulations 

 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion therefore, the internship was fruitful and productive. The aspect that was 

outstanding for me is that ZEMA is very important in environmental management. According 

to the EMA No.12 of 2011, Part II, section 9; The Agency shall do all such things as are 

necessary to ensure the sustainable management of natural resources and protection of the 

environment, and the prevention and control of pollution. One of these functions is that all 

projects that have potential negative impacts on the environment have to submit an 

environmental project brief and or environmental impact assessment. ZEMA has to first inspect 

the proposed project before a license is issued and this includes mining activities. The license 

is issued on conditions that meet the stipulated requirements in the laws and regulation 

regarding a particular project. However, the mine license may be obtained from the ministry of 

mines after an approval of the proposed project by ZEMA. ZEMA goes beyond approval and 

further monitors and evaluates the developments of the projects throughout a project life circle 

and gives guidance to the developer and the stakeholders accordingly. In an instance that there 

is a conflict between the community and the project developer, ZEMA conducts follow-up 

inspection and makes recommendations according to the provisions in the Environmental 

Management Act and regulations. Therefore, ZEMA plays a very important role in sustainable 

resources development in Zambia and this includes mineral resources development. 

 

Figure 1: A visit by the economics team of KAMPAI Project engaging ZEMA on the 2017 Kabwe 

household socio-economic survey  
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Figure 2: A site inspection of a complaint follow-up on mining activities  
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Figure 3 and 4: A site inspection of a proposed project area where a developer applied to ZEMA to 

level the hill  

Figure 5: desk review and analysis of Bi-annual statutory returns 

Figure 6: Site inspection and verification of environmental project brief (EPB) of a proposed 

filling/service station  
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Figure 7, 8, and 9: Monitoring and inspection of reserve dams for an irrigation project 
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Brian Chanda Chiluba: Action Aid Zambia 

INTRODUCTION 

As a part of my Master studies in Sustainable Development I did a 6-week internship (6 

February – 22 March, 2019) at the Action Aid in Kabulonga. ActionAid Zambia was 

established as a Country Programme in 1996 working through HODI and its partners in the 

Luano valley and Mumbwa districts in Centra. I was doing my internship at the Action aid 

Zambia (AAZ) working through green and justice in Kankoyo community of Mufurila district 

is advocating for solutions to mitigate the impact of these issues. Action Aid, has made the 

following strides this far:  

Trained Human Rights Defenders (HRD) among community members to advocate for 

issues on their own. As a result, these members have demonstrated skills in different scenarios.  

Women and youth groups’ capacities have been built to claim for space in decision-making 

process such as participating in ward development committee meetings to hold ward councilors 

and the area Member of Parliament accountable. Women have shown understanding of their 

rights and confronted power holders infringing on their rights. For example, women movement 

confronted the mining company for ferrying silica on uncovered trucks which was hazardous 

to the community.  

Community has been pursuing government and mining company to relocate the 

community but not all member is for the relocation idea.  

From the above it is evident that the resolution to the community challenges lies at three levels 

i.e. Government, Company (Mopani Copper Mines- Mufulira) and Community. Therefore, this 

reports recommends what steps each of three stakeholders must take to minimize or mitigate 

the impact. My main duty was to assist in implementing the goals of the team that were working 

with community of Kankoyo in Mufurila, which included various tasks depending on the daily 

activities of my colleagues and the head of the Tasked Team. However, the foremost area I 

specialized in was transboundary community difficulties and some of the mining activities 

affecting them.  

I started my internship by reading a bunch of national and international legislation, since it lays 

foundation for the work that my team and I do. The most important is the ZEMA Regulations. 

2. SUPERVISION
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 My supervisor, Ms Precious Nkandu, is the head of our team and has been working in mining 

advocacy issues for many years now. I consider myself lucky to have had her as my supervisor, 

 since she would always find time for my questions and be willing to help. In addition, there 

were two  more people who played important roles during my internship as well, one of my 

colleagues who I was working with on a daily basis (he was  the one I learned most of the 

things from). Finally, I cannot skip the fact that all my co-workers are very nice people and 

they all contributed towards the ambience at work and who made me feel welcomed from the 

very first day of my internship.   

 3. INTERNSHIP AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT           

Mining activities can have negative effects on human health, pollute the environment, create 

aesthetic problems, etc. The possibility to engage members of the community can bring 

understanding and avoid future conflict and provide the needed information.  

Raising awareness and building capacity are key issues to good enforcement. As a result, 

Action Aid puts a lot of effort towards expert training through seminars, as well as work-shops 

(for example joint inspections) that provide hands-on experience and the possibility to learn 

from one another. Such trainings involve experts from a range of different fields and promote 

their cooperation in order to better track illegal mine activities.  

What is more, Action Aid highly promotes collaboration among European competent 

authorities. They are encouraged to share adopted procedures, guidelines and best practices 

with each other. A special online forum of contact people from all EU competent authorities is 

set up to facilitate their communication. Recommendations can be made to other countries as 

well.  

4. THOUGHTS ON IMPROVEMENT  

Since pollution is one of the major problems here and the main reason that gives rise to such 

actions is negligence and regulations, it is highly important to toughen up penalties for such 

violations. To this day in Mufulira offenders find the risks to be very low. Moreover, 

inspections at ZEMA as the frontiers should carry out on a wider scale and officers should be 

better trained in order to efficiently detect and deter illegal mine activities. In connection with 

that, my internship supervisor has been giving lectures to various players. She covers both, 

theoretical information about the Regulation and practical aspects that come in handy during 

inspections – which information provided in the documents is most important, what things to 

pay attention to, what are most common criminal.  
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5. INTERNSHIP EVALUATION

Before the internship my knowledge of mine activities and pollution on a state level was 

minimal, I knew nothing at all. Now that my 6-week internship is over, I feel I have really 

learned a lot. First of all, I became more familiar with the organization of environmental 

protection on a state level and the role of different institutions. Secondly, I got acquainted with 

functions and responsibilities of the ZEMA and Action Aid in general and, of course, got highly 

involved in the daily life of our Division. I didn’t just learn to do my daily tasks, but got an 

insight into the strengths of working as a team.  

On the other hand, I can’t say that this internship was challenging and I had to put a lot of hard 

work. A few weeks after the beginning I started hoping for a wider variety of assignments to 

keep myself busy and motivated. What is more, I felt like my work did not matter that much 

and I could have put my potential to a better use, but that’s just probably a matter of my 

ambitions.  

Despite the fact that this internship didn’t keep me as much interested as I wished, I admit that 

there still is quite a lot to learn. Another thing of great value would be to get more familiar with 

policy-making on an international level. First of all, I’d love to get involved in the work of 

Action Aid as a national contact point – discuss daily issues and share experiences in the 

discussion forum, as well as participate in annual meetings.  

6. A POLICY BRIEF TASK

One of the eminent thing we did was to work on a policy brief of the Mufulira mine and this 

policy brief has since been published in a journal and below is the link;  

https://www.academia.edu/38808141/International_Journal_of_Advanced_Research_and_Pu

blications_THE_MUFULIRA_MINE_ENVIRONMENTAL_POLICY_BRIEF?source=swp_

share 

The publisher being Brian Chand Chiluba and Reuben Chongo 

Some of the recommendation that we made from this policy brief regarding the Mufulira mine 

and the surrounding community with the challenges that they were facing are; 

Government 

The government being the regulator of the mining industry as well as having social-economic 

https://www.academia.edu/38808141/International_Journal_of_Advanced_Research_and_Publications_THE_MUFULIRA_MINE_ENVIRONMENTAL_POLICY_BRIEF?source=swp_share
https://www.academia.edu/38808141/International_Journal_of_Advanced_Research_and_Publications_THE_MUFULIRA_MINE_ENVIRONMENTAL_POLICY_BRIEF?source=swp_share
https://www.academia.edu/38808141/International_Journal_of_Advanced_Research_and_Publications_THE_MUFULIRA_MINE_ENVIRONMENTAL_POLICY_BRIEF?source=swp_share
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responsibility over communities within their jurisdiction must do the following:  

Air/Water Pollution  

❖ The regulatory monitoring of air and water effluents currently at play is not sufficient as it 

is done periodically i.e. monthly and manually with samples being taken on the date required 

for submission Zambia Environmental Management Agency (ZEMA). Going forward the 

regulation should be revised to compel mining companies install online monitors which can 

enable regulators review results continuously and make alterations to the process on spot.  

❖ Facilitate for community access to the effluent results in order to create a common 

understanding and array fears. Education and sensitization on the interpretation of these results 

is key.  

❖ Create a clear platform for community to claim compensation as and when they are affected. 

Cracking of Houses  

❖ Facilitate the solution to the cracked houses by following multi stakeholder engagement 

process. The solution be it repairing or relocation should be found through this process.  

❖ Encourage mining companies to employ modern techniques of seismic monitoring for 

immediate remedial action. They should further be compelled to employ controlled blasting 

methods like electronic blasting to reducing impact on surrounding infrastructure.  

Company  

Mining occurs in physical space, therefore mining companies have got an obligation to the host 

communities. Therefore, should be implemented from the company point of view:  

Air/Water Pollution  

❖ Ensure monitoring at the point of discharge is online and access to information for 

community Leaders is given for transparency sake. This will help the company to take 

necessary alterations to the processes that cause pollution as and when limits go above limit.  

❖ Provide a platform for continuous engagement process with the community members to 

make them understand the strides the company is making sustaining the environment as they 

produce. 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Cracking of Houses  

❖ Facilitate the solution to the cracked houses by following multi stakeholder engagement 

process. The solution be it repairing or relocation should be found through this process.  

❖ Employ modern methods seismic activities beyond meeting legal requirements and 

introduce smooth blasting methods like electronic blasting.  

Community The community has got a role in economic activities happening in their area as 

this investment support their social-economic wellbeing but should not be at the expense of 

environmental sustainability hence the following should be done by the community:  

Air/Water Pollution  

❖ Continuously build capacity in understanding the laws and policies governing 

environmental management.  

❖ Elect or Select Leaders who will interface with government and company Leaders for 

continuous engagement process.  

Cracking of Houses  

➢As they engage over finding a solution to cracked houses, each member should understand 

the critical needs that was in the initial habitation  

7. I would want to convey my thanks to the project coordinator Dr. Masinja for making 

this a reality. Also thank to ESDA for the financial support, otherwise this would have been a 

difficult task to carry out. Thank you also to Ms. Longa Kabuswe for her administrative support 

and efficiency without which this cannot be realized. 
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Kapambwe Zulu: Zambia Environmental 

Management Agency 
 

                                                             

1.0 Introduction                                                                                                                                                              

According to the Environmental Management Act (EMA), The Zambia Environmental 

Management Agency (ZEMA) formerly Environmental Council of Zambia (ECZ) has a 

mandate to do all such things as are necessary to ensure the sustainable management of natural 

resources and protection of the environment, and the prevention and control of pollution. 

The Environmental Council of Zambia (ECZ) was created in 1992 following enactment of the 

Environmental Protection and Pollution Control Act (EPPCA) CAP 204 of the Laws of 

Zambia. In 2011, the Environmental Management Act No. 12 of 2011(EMA) repealed and 

replaced EPPCA to continue the existence of the Environmental Council and re-name it as the 

Zambia Environmental Management Agency (ZEMA).                                                                                                         

The EMA provides for the continued focus on Environmental Management with an inclusion 

of new and emerging issues such as climate change, pollution from Persistent Organic 

Pollutants and electronic waste. It enhances ZEMA`s role in the control and management of 

existing and emerging environmental related challenges. 

ZEMA`s vision is to function under a proactive and professional Agency that offers quality 

environmental regulatory services for sustainable environmental management, and its mission 

is to effectively and efficiently provide quality environmental regulatory services in order to 

safeguard human health and the environment for sustainable development. 

1.1 Functions of ZEMA  

According to the Environmental Management Act of 2011, ZEMA carries out the following 

functions:                                                                                                                                                                        

 Advice on formulation of policies on all aspects of the environment and sustainable 

management of the environment. 

 Develop and enforce measures aimed at preventing and controlling pollution. 

 Develop in liaison with other relevant appropriate authorities, standards and guidelines 

relating to the protection of air, land, water and other natural resources. 

 Review environmental impact and strategic environmental assessment reports. 

 Mainstream environmental concerns in overall national planning. 
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 Research or sponsor research on emerging environmental issues. 

 Conduct public education and public awareness.                                 

1.2 Services Provided By ZEMA                                                                                                                             

The main services provided by the Agency include: 

 Enforcement of regulations and standards on all aspects of the environment. 

 Advising government on the formulation of policies, standards and regulations related 

to environmental management. 

 Administration of the Environmental Assessment processes. 

 Environmental education and awareness programmes to educate and raise awareness 

on the role of the public in the protection of the environment. 

 Collection, production and dissemination of environmental information.                        

1.3 Organizational Structure of ZEMA                                                                                                                  

ZEMA is headed by the Director General who is the Chief Executive Officer. He is supported 

by four directorates which are: Director Legal, Director Operations, Director Finance and 

Administration and Director Planning, Information and Research. The departments under the 

four directorates are headed by managers. Under the respective Managers are Principal 

Inspectors who are the technical operatives according to Units. These include Natural 

Resources and Climate Change, Pesticides and Toxic Substances, Water, Air and Noise, 

Environment Assessments and Waste Management Unit as the main Units under Operations.   

The Hierarchy in figure 1 on the next page shows a detailed ZEMA structure under operations 

department:    

2.1 Description of Internship 

From 29th April 2019 to 14th June 2019, I worked under the Water, Air and Noise Unit as an 

Inspector-Intern. The Unit deals with numerous issues related to enforcement of regulations in 

Air, Water and Noise Emissions. I was also attached to other units such as Waste Management 

and Environmental Assessment. 

2.1.1 Water, Air and Noise (WAN) Unit  

The WAN Unit is responsible for enforcing regulations of environmental issues related to air, 

water and noise pollution control. Its functions include inspection of projects that have effects 

on air and water, including setting sound level standards. It also deals with preparation of 

license conditions for air emissions and effluent discharge, review of bi-annual statutory returns 

and giving advise/guidance people/clients on matters relating to water, air and noise pollution.   
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The first assignment I was given under this unit was to read and have an insight of the 

Environmental Management Act, 2011, The Environmental Management (Licensing) 

Regulation, 2013, the Environmental Management Regulations, 2018 and the Environmental 

Protection and Pollution Control (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations, 1997. I was 

also assigned to review bi-annual returns and provide feedback to the clients through response 

letters.   

Furthermore, I went for Inspections with Mr. Emmanuel Mulenga, Miss. Bertha Kasonde and 

Miss. Natasha Samalumo in Chudleigh after receiving a complaint by one of the residents about 

huge smoke emissions from the neighbor who was suspected to be burning wood for charcoal 

production. During this inspection I had an opportunity to sensitize a few people on the dangers 

of open air burning and how unfriendly the law is to people found wanting, I managed to do 

this with the guidance of my Supervisor Mr. Emmanuel Mulenga. 

Another Inspection we undertook was in MeanWood where a resident had logged in a 

complaint at ZEMA concerning an illegal blasting on a plot located in the area. During these 

inspections my colleague Miss. Natasha and I were advised to take pictures of the sites we were 

inspecting and also note down whatever we found onsite. Below is a picture I took during the 

inspection of an illegal blasting in Mean Wood.     

 

 

Picture of illegal blasting in MeanWood 

I was privileged to go on two other Inspections with another Inspector Mr. Harold Kalaba, one 

was a general inspection of a block making Company and the other one was an inspection of 

another block making company where some residents in the area had complained about huge 

dust emission and too much noise being produced from the block making manufacturers. Below 

is a picture I captured onsite during the inspection. 
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Picture of block making manufacturing company  

Below is a picture of a Met One Airborne Particle Counter machine used by ZEMA to measure 

how much dust is being emitted.    

 

2.1.2 Waste Management Unit  

The waste regulated in this unit is garbage, refuse, sludge and other discarded substances 

resulting from industrial, commercial, domesticated and other community activities. This waste 

is classified in six categories, namely; domestic, commercial, industrial, mine, hazardous and 

electronic waste. 
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Under this unit I went for an inspection with the Principal Inspector Mr. Webby Simwai, Mr. 

Friday Phiri and Miss Natasha Samalumo to five companies within Lusaka. The purpose of this 

inspection was to check on the EPR compliance levels of some plastic manufacturing plants 

more especially Chinese manufacturing companies, this was as a result of numerous complaints 

from companies that have complied with the new law on the Extended Producer Responsibility 

(EPR). During our inspection it was observed that indeed most of the companies had continued 

to manufacture non-compliant plastics. The compliant plastics are thick and are supposed to be 

30micrones and above. The instrument that was used to measure the thickness of the plastics 

is called a Micrometer Screw Gauge. Below is a picture of the instrument.   

 

Picture of a Micrometer Screw Gauge  

2.1.3 Environmental Assessment Unit    

This Unit is responsible for identifying, predicting and evaluating potential, positive and 

negative impacts that a proposed project may have on the environment in its totality that is 

physical, biological and socio-economic aspects through a systematic process. Among several 

other functions, it also conducts verification inspections and grants permission on whether or 

not to proceed with the proposed project.  
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Before undertaking any project that may have a not so friendly effect on the environment, 

Developers in Zambia are required by Law to obtain a written authorization from ZEMA. The 

Environmental Assessment Unit (EA) offers advice to developers on the Environmental Impact 

Assessment (EIA) process. Proposed projects that are likely to have adverse impacts on the 

environment are required to conduct a complete environmental Impact assessment and prepare 

an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). This procedure supports social partnership 

engagement of all stakeholders to address all matters concerning social-economic development 

and environmental protection, sustainable use of natural resources and conservation. ZEMA 

only issues authorization as outlined in the Environmental Protection and Pollution Control 

(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations, 1997.  

Tasks I performed included: updating the Environmental Impact Assessment Register, call for 

comments, writing letters and comments, reviewing EIA documents, preparing assessments for 

clients, lastly, I went for an inspection concerning an alleged illegal subdivision of plots in 

Mean Wood.  

2.1.4 Pesticide and Toxic Substance Unit  

This unit is responsible for regulating and management of Pesticides and Toxic 

Substances/Chemicals in Zambia. The pesticide dealt with in this unit is defined as a substance 

or mixture of substances or organisms intended for controlling, repelling or mitigating any pest. 

While the toxic substance means a poisonous substance, which causes significant adverse 

physiological effects to man, animals or the environment.  This Unit is also responsible for the 

control of chemicals during importation, exportation, transportation, distribution, registration, 

storage and banning of any pesticides/chemicals.   

It is unfortunate that due to limited time I did not have the opportunity to participate in any 

activity under this Unit.  

2.2 Reflection on the Internship  

The main objective of the internship was to learn and gain practical knowledge and experience 

on various environmental assessments, management strategies, policies and regulations that 

ZEMA has put in place in order to enhance environmental protection, conservation and the 

sustainable use of natural resources in Zambia.  

Interactions with the WAN Unit exposed me to the standard ZEMA parameters concerning air 

emissions through the bi-annual statutory returns and response letters I worked on. I was also 

enlightened on the fact that it is a criminal offence for companies to continuously exceed 

ZEMA parameters or fail to submit their bi-annual returns. 
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Interaction with the EIA unit and the review of other regulations enabled me to understand 

different environmental assessment and management strategies established by ZEMA as well 

as environmental requirements for setting up a project that may have adverse effects on the 

environment and surrounding communities.  

2.2.1 Achievements 

During the internship, I managed to prepare several Environmental Impact Assessment Review 

Profiles, Assessment forms, Reviewed and prepared response letters to facilities that submitted  

bi-annual statutory returns, Classified and uploaded decision letters, went for Inspections and 

prepared reports, prepared call for comments and wrote letters and comments.  

2.2.2 Challenges  

Some of the major challenges I observed were lack of man power and technical capacity in the 

Agency, there is a lot of work to be done with few employees to carry out the work. Lack of 

coordination between institutions mandated with environmental management and pollution 

control for example Lusaka City Council and ZEMA.  

In addition, the delay in starting the internship affected the plan to learn effectively from all the 

units under Operations. The delay was due to formalities that needed to be re-established 

between UNZA and ZEMA. ZEMA also needed time for internal preparations as such the 

commencement date was delayed by 3 weeks.                                        

3.0 Conclusion 

The internship was a success because most of the questions I had regarding what exactly is 

being done towards ensuring that we have a safe and healthy environment in Zambia were 

answered. It was very educative, I acquired so much information and was privileged to see 

first-hand that ZEMA is an action orientated Agency because all the policies and regulations 

concerning the protection and conservation of the environment are actually put into practice. 

 

3.1 Recommendations 

In view of the findings, the following recommendations are hereby made: 

ZEMA must consider organizing more sensitization programs concerning the dangers of open 

air burning and its repercussions. 

ZEMA must consider purchasing more vehicles for operations. 
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